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Management summary 
This deliverable provides a description of the final version of the SOCCRATES platform. The focus is on 

describing for each of the components what software it consists of and what the requirements for in-

stallation are. Also some guidance for installation and considerations for deployment of the component 

is given. For some components, some new technical updates are briefly described.  

 

This deliverable also describes the SOCCRATES demonstrations. Firstly, the SOCCRATES Platform demon-

station that has been developed to show how the platform provides situational awareness and option 

awareness to support decision making by the SOC analysts. The demonstration consists of two parts: the 

Infrastructure Under Control and the SOCCRATES Platform Deployment. For the Infrastructure Under 

Control it was necessary to define and implement an IT infrastructure and define a business story in line 

with the IT infrastructure. The business story was necessary for making a business logic model for the 

Business Impact Assessment. The fictitious insurance company ArchiSurance has been adopted. Archi-

Surance is a case study from the Open Group to illustrate the use of the ArchiMate® modeling language.   

 

The SOCCRATES Platform deployment for the demonstration consists of three cloud deployments. The 

TIP and IMC are hosted in AWS by mnemonic, ADG is hosted in AWS by foreseeti, and all other compo-

nents are hosted by TNO in Azure using Azure Kubernetes Service. A Control Panel has been created to 

easily start the use cases 1 (three scenario’s), 2 and 3.  

 

Secondly, for the AI based attack detection and the Shadowserver API, separate individual component 

demonstrations have been developed since it was not easy to integrate these two components into the 

storyline of the SOCCRATES Platform demonstration. Furthermore, for the AI based Attack Detection it 

was also complex to integrate attack detection into the Infrastructure Under Control and that would not 

provide more a convincing demonstration. 
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1 Introduction – Rationale of this document 
This section introduces the SOCCRATES project and defines the goals of this deliverable. 

 

1.1 The SOCCRATES project 
SOCCRATES (SOC & CSIRT Response to Attacks & Threats based on attack defence graphs Evaluation 

Systems) is an EU funded project under the Horizon2020 programme that has the following main 

challenge:  

 

How can SOC and CSIRT operations effectively improve their capability in detecting and man-

aging response to complex cyber-attacks and emerging threats, in complex and continuously 

evolving ICT infrastructures while there is a shortage of qualified cybersecurity talent? 

 

The main objective of SOCCRATES is to develop and implement a security automation and decision 

support platform (‘the SOCCRATES platform’) that will significantly improve an organisation’s capa-

bility (usually implemented by a SOC and/or CSIRT) to quickly and effectively detect and respond to 

new cyber threats and ongoing attacks.  

 

 
Figure 1.1 – The SOCCRATES platform 

 

The SOCCRATES platform (see Figure 1.1) consists of an orchestrating function and a set of innovative 

components for automated infrastructure modelling, attack detection, cyber threat intelligence utili-

zation, threat trend prediction, and automated analysis using attack defence graphs and business im-

pact modelling to aid human analysis and decision making on response actions, and enable the exe-

cution of defensive actions at machine-speed. 

 

SOCCRATES has the following concrete project objectives: 

1. Deliver the SOCCRATES platform consisting of an orchestration function and a unique inte-

gration of innovative background solutions that seamlessly work together. 
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2. Show that the SOCCRATES platform can improve SOC operations by evaluating the 

SOCCRATES platform in two diverse real-life pilot environments.  

3. Examine and illustrate the benefits of automation for selected SOC activities to help manage 

the cyber security skills gap in organizations.  

4. Prepare for successful exploitation by the SOCCRATES partners of the individual innovated 

components and the integrated SOCCRATES platform in commercial products that are of-

fered to the market and are available for the European (business) community.  

Please visit www.soccrates.eu for more information on the SOCCRATES project. 

 

1.2 This deliverable 
This deliverable is the fourth report of WP6, framed mostly on results of Task 6.4 Final version of the 

SOCCRATES Platform. The goal of this deliverable is to report on the final version of the SOCCRATES 

Platform. In particularly, the focus is on describing for each of the components what software it con-

sists of, what the requirements are, provide some guidance for installation, and provide some con-

siderations for deployment. For some components, some technical updates are described since the 

last deliverable in which that component was described.  

 

This deliverable also describes the SOCCRATES demonstrations. The SOCCRATES Platform demonstra-

tion that has been developed to show how the platform provides situational awareness and option 

awareness to support decision making by the SOC analyst. And it also describes the two individual 

component demonstrations: AI based Attack Detection (AAD) demonstration and the Shadowserver 

API demonstration. 

 

1.3 Structure of this deliverable 
In Chapter 2, the final version of the SOCCRATES Platform is described. In Chapter 3, the demonstra-

tion of SOCCRATES Platform is described. This demonstration consists of two parts: the Infrastructure 

Under Control and the SOCCRATES Platform Deployment. Chapter 3 also provides a walkthrough of 

use cases 1, 2 and 3. Chapter 4 describes the AI based attack detection demonstration and the 

Shadowserver API demonstration. 

 

  

http://www.soccrates.eu/
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2 SOCCRATES Platform 

2.1 Overview platform 
 

The SOCCRATES Platform introduced in section 1.1 and depicted in Figure 1.1, has been designed to 

handle five security operations use cases: 

 

• Use Case 1: Response on Detected Ongoing Attack  

Detect ongoing attacks and automatically analyse the attack, automatically determine the 

best response, and initiate deployment of the selected response.  

• Use Case 2: Response on Newly Received Cyber Threat Intelligence  

Continuously collect new threat information, automatically analyse the potential business 

impact and determine best options for proactive mitigation. 

• Use Case 3: Response on Newly Discovered Vulnerable Assets  

Automatically detect vulnerabilities on assets in the ICT infrastructure, assess if they enable 

new attack paths, determine and initiate mitigation actions. 

• Use Case 4: Response on Discovered System Configuration Change 

Automatically detect configuration changes on assets in the ICT infrastructure, assess if they 

enable new attack paths and determine if action is needed.  

• Use Case 5: Response on Deployment of New Systems in Infrastructure 

Automatically detect introduction of new systems to the ICT infrastructure. Automatically 

assess the new situation and determine if security measures are needed. 

 

To achieve automation within these use cases, the goals of the SOCCRATES platform were to provide 

the following capabilities:  

 

1. automated asset discovery & modelling of the ICT infrastructure providing an accurate and 

correct machine-readable description of an ICT infrastructure; 

2. cyber-attack detection on large amount of network and log data using advanced data analyt-

ics techniques (incl. AI and deep learning), capable of detecting advanced attacks, even in the 

case of encrypted network traffic;  

3. analyse emerging threats and ongoing attacks by means of Attack Defence Graph (ADG) 

based analysis, and determining the best response to these threats and attacks;  

4. quantify the (potential) business impact of emerging threats and ongoing attacks, by means 

of business impact modelling, and determine business trade-offs of possible response ac-

tions;  

5. Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) utilization in incident detection, analysis and response, includ-

ing adversary attribution and threat actor profiling;  

6. automated analysis on large amount of malicious infrastructure and malware data to identify 

and predict new trends.  

 

The SOCCRATES partners carefully selected a set of components and tools to achieve these capabili-

ties. This resulted in the SOCCRATES platform component architecture, depicted in Figure 1.1. In the 

following sections, each component is briefly described with focus on function provided, installation 
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and deployment. On the SOCCRATES website1, information and links can be found on how to get the 

software for each of the components. 

 

2.2 SOCCRATES Components 
This section briefly introduces each of the SOCCRATES Platform components and describes the re-

quirements for installation, deployment considerations and if necessary some technical updates not 

yet described in previous deliverables. The SOCCRATES Web Frontend is considered part of the Or-

chestration & Integration Engine, and the Business Logic Modelling is part of the Business Impact An-

alyser.  

 

2.2.1 AI based Attack Detection 

2.2.1.1 Introduction 
Approaches to detecting cyber-attacks using machine learning techniques are being widely explored 

in the research community and there are several commercial solutions on the market. Many of these 

solutions aim to detect anomalies that could indicate the presence of a cyber-attack using different 

data sources that are collected from computer systems and networks. In the SOCCRATES project, 

partners introduced their anomaly detection solutions to be integrated into an Advanced Anomaly 

Detection (AAD) system [4]. The goal was to address two main challenges that are associated with 

Anomaly Detection Systems (ADSs): i) the number of false alarms they can generate; and ii) bridging 

the gap between an anomaly being detected and determining a suitable Course of Action (CoA).  

 

The AAD is a set of loosely coupled anomaly detection systems (e.g. AMiner, ABC tool, LADS and DNS 

Ninja, as shown in Figure 2.1) that are integrated using the Elastic Stack with a system, which can be 

used to aggregate and infer the root cause of anomalies, called REASENS. At the centre of REASENS is 

an inference engine that is based on Evidential Networks (ENs). In addition to the integration of 

anomaly detection tools, a bespoke EN has been developed that can be used to infer the nature of 

an attack that is “described” by the anomaly detection systems. The EN provides inferences about 

whether the observed anomalies pertain to initial access, lateral movement, or data exfiltration. 

There are corresponding incident response playbooks (CoAs) that can be triggered with the insights 

provided by the AAD. Inferences are accompanied by a likelihood, which is derived from expert 

knowledge and a so-called Positive Predictive Value (PPV), which is derived from the performance of 

the detectors (i.e. False Positive and False Negative Rates). In this way, the AAD can support SOC ana-

lysts in both, managing the false positives associated with ADSs and moving more directly to an ap-

propriate CoA. 

 

2.2.1.2 Requirements and installation 
Overall,  there are several anomaly detectors that have been contributed to the project by partners. 

Additionally, the REASENS Framework was introduced as a means to integrate the alerts that are 

generated by the detectors. These components are loosely integrated using the Elastic Stack and the 

Kafka message broker. This arrangement is summarized in Figure 2.1. 

 

 
1 https://www.soccrates.eu/platform-software/  

https://www.soccrates.eu/platform-software/
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Figure 2.1: An overview of the SOCCRATES AAD components 

 

Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the Advanced Anomaly Detection (AAD) components and the overall 

data flow, respectively. The main AAD components include the anomaly detection tools2, the Kafka 

message broker, Logstash, the Kibana dashboard, and REASENS. Additionally, there is an AAD API 

which acts as an interface for the AAD Cortex Responder. In this context, the Cortex Responder acts 

as detection tools. The detection tools query Netflow and log data from a centralized Elasticsearch 

database. Each tool processes the data separately and publishes the anomaly events to their respec-

tive Kafka topics. Then, using Logstash pipelines, the raw detector events are stored in the Elas-

ticsearch database in separate indices. Additionally, they are normalized so that they can be pro-

cessed by REASENS.  The normalized events generated within every detector pipeline are also stored 

in the database and published to a specific Kafka topic. REASENS has a separate Logstash pipeline, 

which listens to that topic. After processing the normalized events, REASENS publishes its events to 

Kafka, whereby another Logstash pipeline forwards them to the database and to the SIEM. The data 

stored in the database can be accessed using the Kibana dashboard, which also includes a custom 

plugin for REASENS to display the root cause analysis of the aggregated anomaly events. Note that all 

the aforementioned components are deployed in docker containers. 

 
2 In Figure 2.2 an additional detector is depicted called middleman. This component was developed as part of 

the Threat Identification and Threat Trend Prediction work, see section 2.2.9 and [6]. Middleman can interact 

with the Shadowserver API to download information relevant to detect suspicious DNS queries from the local 

networks. 
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the data flow between components in the AAD 

 

The hardware resource requirements for the components that are depicted in Figure 2.1 are summa-

rized in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: An overview of the hardware resource requirements for the AAD tools 

AAD Tool # CPU Cores Memory (GB) Disk Space (GB) 

L-ADS >= 2 >= 8 >= 20 

ABC Tool 1 Proportional to the 

size of the training 

data 

Proportional to the 

size of the training 

data 

DNS Ninja 1 4 0 

REASENS >=4 16 > 20 

AMiner >= 2 >= 2 > 20 

Kafka 4 8 500 

 

2.2.1.3 Deployment considerations 
In the SOCCRATES deliverables D7.2 [11] and D7.3 [12] the deployment considerations for the AAD 

are described in detail.  
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2.2.2 Orchestration & Integration Engine 

2.2.2.1 Introduction 
The SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine component is one of the core components of 

the SOCCRATES platform, as it was described in D6.2 [9]. It has been designed on top of two open 

source applications, Activiti3 and Cortex4, to orchestrate the execution of all the different compo-

nents included in the SOCCRATES platform to perform the different incident response workflows de-

fined in the project.  

 

The Orchestrator and Integration Engine also includes the SOCCRATES Web Frontend which provides 

the graphical user interface that allows the analysts to follow the status of the different processes 

running in the Orchestrator and interact with the platform selecting the actions and Course of Ac-

tions they want to apply based on the information generated by the components of the SOCCRATES 

platform. Additionally, the SOCCRATES Web Frontend allows to trigger the different Use Cases for 

testing purposes and access to the graphical interfaces provided by other SOCCRATES components: 

Attack Defence Graph (ADG), Business Impact Analyzer (BIA), Infrastructure Modelling Component 

(IMC), Response Planner (RP) and Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP). Finally, it provides a Control 

Panel that can be used to interact with the monitored infrastructure and trigger preconfigured Use 

Cases for the demonstration of SOCCRATES Platform. The architecture of SOCCRATES Web Frontend 

and its specification is described in detail in deliverable D6.3 [10]. 

 

In particular, as described in section 3 of D6.2 [9], five Use Cases have been defined to response: (i) 

to attacks detected in the monitored infrastructure (UC1) ; (ii) on reception of new CTI (e.g. new at-

tack technique associated to particular threat actor) through the Threat Intelligence Platform (UC2) ; 

(iii) on discovery of new vulnerable assets (UC3) ; (iv) on discovery of a system configuration change 

(UC4) ; (v) on deployment of new systems in the infrastructure (UC5). The BPMN files associated to 

each of these workflows and the input triggering messages are also summarized in D6.2.  

 

2.2.2.2 Requirements and installation 
The SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine and the SOCCRATES Web Frontend are installed 

as Docker containers running on a virtual machine or server. The following services are included in 

the docker-compose.yml file: 

• Activiti – it includes Activiti v6.0.0 but also all the SOCCRATES OIE required files 

• Frontend 

• Backend 

• Elasticsearch (v7.16.3) 

• Cortex (v3.1.4) 

• Mysql (v5.6) 

 

The recommended hardware requirements are: 

• 8 vCPUs 

• 8 GB RAM 

• 50 GB disk 

 

 
3 https://www.activiti.org/ 
4 https://github.com/TheHive-Project/Cortex 
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2.2.2.3 Deployment considerations 
It is necessary that all the SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine Docker containers are de-

ployed in a same Docker network since they need to interact internally between them. It is also im-

portant to have data persistence in the Elasticsearch and Mysql containers in order to maintain the 

configuration associated to Activiti and Cortex and the status and information related to the pro-

cesses executed. 

 

2.2.2.4 Technical update of component 
In this final version of the SOCCRATES platform, the Analysis stage of BPMN of the use case 1 has 

been modified with respect to the initial version to add a task to request critical assets from the BIA 

component that will be provided as input for the ADG analysis of next step (see Figure 2.3).  

 
Figure 2.3 - UC1 workflow – Updated Analysis Stage 

 

In the final containment phase of UC1, it has been also added a task to retrieve from the IMC compo-

nent the UUID of the affected IP addresses included manually by the SOC analysts through the Web 

Frontend in the previous step to determine full extent of the attack (see Figure 2.4).   

 
Figure 2.4 – UC1 workflow – Final containment phase 
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The input triggering message for the UC1 has been also slightly updated as shown in Figure 2.5, 

where Severity can have the values « Low », « Medium », « High » or « Critical » and Tactic is an op-

tional parameter with the MITRE ATT&CK tactic ID. 

{ 

  "message": "input_incident_uc1",  

  "variables": [{ 

            "name": "input_incident_uc1",  

            "value": "{\"SourceIP\": \"10.0.0.1\", \"SourcePort\": \"1234\", \"DestinationIP\": 

\"10.0.0.2\", \"DestinationPort\": \"80\", \"Severity\": \"High\", \"Tactic\": \"TA0001\", \"Date\": 

\"2021-11-04T13:45:05.098Z\"}" 

          }] 

 } 

Figure 2.5 – UC1 input triggering message 

 

In the case of UC2, two sub-scenarios have been defined. The first one is to exploit code discovered 

for a vulnerability (CVE) and the input triggering message is the one already included in D6.2 (Figure 

3-7). The second scenario is the reception of a new technique associated with a threat actor. The in-

put triggering message for this case is shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

{ 

      "message": "input_threat_uc2",  

      "variables": [{ 

            "name": "input_threat_uc2",  

            "value": "{\"Type\": \"technique\", \"Date\": \"2021-11-04T13:45:05.098Z\", \"ID\": 

\"T1109.001\", \"Threatactor\": \"apt 1\"}" 

        }] 

 } 

Figure 2.6 – UC2.2 input triggering message (new technique) 

 

The implementation of the SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine has been refined and 

improved in this final version with respect the one described in D6.2.  

 

In this final version, it has been refactored the way the Orchestrator do the requests to Cortex Ana-

lysers/Responders and how it manages the errors produced during the requests. This allows the Or-

chestrator to tolerate errors when performing the requests to Cortex, which is required in some 

cases, while the normal behaviour still pauses the workflow when an error occurs. 

 

Furthermore, to remove CVE-2021-44228 Log4Shell and CVE-2021-42550 Logback vulnerabilities, the 

Activiti6 source code has been recompiled upgrading log4j version to 2.17.1 and logback version to 

1.2.11. Cortex has been also upgraded to the latest available version 3.1.4 and Elasticsearch (used to 

store all the information related to Cortex) has been upgraded to no vulnerable release 7.16.3. 

 

Additionally, to ease the management and deployment of Cortex Analysers and Responders in the 

different deployment environments, it has been developed a tool coded in python that is able to im-

port, export and compare the configuration parameters of the different Cortex Analysers and Re-
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sponders. This allows the user to define or backup in a json file the configuration of the Cortex Ana-

lysers and Responders for his/her deployment, avoiding manual steps through the Cortex UI to con-

figure them each time the OIE is deployed or updated. 

 

In this final version of the SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine, the logging system has 

also undergone some changes with respect to the one described in D6.2. In particular, the following 

fields have been added to the database table: 

• use_case : Id of the use case associated to the action registered 

• class : Name of the Java class where the log registered is included (e.g. soccrates.atos.orches-

trator.model.ADGAnalysisRequest), which is useful for depuration and to identify the infor-

mation related to each service task in the workflows. 

• data : Additional information stored with the log (e.g. the output of a Cortex analyzer in-

voked) 

• type : New types of log entry have been included in this field with respect the initial version. 

They are: 

o UC_error : With errors generated in the execution of the use cases (e.g. an error re-

turned by Cortex) 

o task : It incorporates the types task_service_request and task_service_reponse de-

fined in the initial version of D6.2 to register when a service task invokes a Cortex An-

alyzer or receives its response. The details are included in the field data.  

 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the Web Frontend component is able to register some of the user 

actions, like when the user clicks on an external tool link from a User Task, or when he/she accesses 

to a User Task view. These logs, in addition to the logs registered by the Orchestrator Core, provides 

the ability to calculate different metrics needed to measure some of the SOCCRATES KPIs. All these 

logs can be accessed from the Frontend and exported to a CSV file, as shown in Figure 2.7 

 

 
Figure 2.7- Web Frontend - History log 

 

2.2.3 Infrastructure Modelling Component 

2.2.3.1 Introduction 
The Infrastructure modelling component (IMC) is designed to scan infrastructure and generate a 

model of the pilot infrastructure, as described in D3.2 [2]. IMC uses a graph database to store col-

lected data in a normalized data format and makes it available for other SOCCRATES components 

through a REST API. This normalized IMC data model is described in detail in D3.3 [3].  
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IMC also acts as a vulnerability scanning solution for SOCCRATES, providing information about vul-

nerabilities for other SOCCRATES components to use. Moreover, IMC will trigger the Orchestration 

and Integration Engine when relevant changes in the infrastructure model are detected. 

 

Figure below illustrates the system architecture of IMC and its integration with the Orchestration and 

Integration Engine.  

 

 
Figure 2.8 : The final system architecture of IMC 

 

 

2.2.3.2 Requirements and installation 
IMC graph database is based on open source ACT platform introduced in D3.3. The ACT platform it-

self is available through Github5 of mnemonic and IMC database schema files needed to setup IMC 

graph database are provided as an appendix of D3.3. 

 

Elements Vulnerability Management (Elements VM) is a commercial product available through 

WithSecure resellers, for more information see website of WithSecure6. Minimum requirements and 

installation guide for Elements VM solution are available through the WithSecure public web pages7.  

 

Elements VM – IMC Adapter is open sourced and available through Github8 page of WithSecure and 

includes installation guide. Example deployment of this adapter is described in D3.3. 

 

General purpose IMC data importing tool is open sourced together with the Elements VM – IMC 

Adapter and can be used to import network route configurations. Same generic import tool can be 

used as a basis to build company specific adapters towards IMC. It is available through Github8 page 

of WithSecure. 

 
5 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/act-platform 
6 https://www.withsecure.com 
7 https://help.withsecure.com 
8  https://github.com/withsecurelabs 
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2.2.3.3 Deployment considerations 
SOCCRATES project ended up developing company specific IMC adapters for both actual pilot sites, 

e.g. Vattenfall and mnemonic. Both pilot sites had their own, company specific, vulnerability man-

agement, network traffic monitoring and SIEM solutions aggregating needed raw data towards 

SOCCRATES platform.  

 

Developing company specific SIEM - IMC adapters based on the IMC testbed adapters turned out to 

be the most convenient way to deploy IMC to the pilot environments. Development effort to adapt 

the testbed adapters acting as an example was more appealing than deploying secondary vulnerabil-

ity management, network monitoring or active directory integrations to the company network. 

 

General purpose example adapter is provided together with the Elements VM – IMC adapter, which 

can be used as a basis to build company specific IMC adapters or to prototype the IMC platform with 

example data imported from CSV. 

 

 

2.2.4 Attack Defence Graph analyser 
 

2.2.4.1 Introduction 
The ADG component performs probabilistic attack simulations on models of the infrastructure under 

assessment, as described in D3.2 [2]. The model is generated from data provided by the infrastruc-

ture modelling component (IMC) and the specification for that modelling language (coreLang) is de-

scribed in D3.3 [3]. The model specifies what types of assets should be created based on the domain 

(e.g., Hosts, Applications, User Accounts, etc.) and how they are connected. It also models how an 

attacker could potentially use and abuse assets in the infrastructure. This model can be further en-

riched with cyber threat information from the threat intelligence platform (TIP). Based on the analy-

sis, ADG provides quantitative metrics on risk exposure and time to compromise (TTC), the most 

likely attack paths to high value assets as well as suggested mitigations. 

 

The ADG consists of two main components: 

● A VM running securiCAD which performs model generation and simulations 

● A Cortex Analyser which acts as the ingress and egress points for the securiCAD VM 

 

All functionality provided by the ADG to the SOCCRATES platform is utilised via the ADG Cortex ana-

lyser and its main function “simulation” which handles all Use Cases provided by the ADG. The speci-

fication for the ADG Cortex analyser is described in D2.3. 

 

2.2.4.2 Requirements and installation 
The ADG component requires: 

● Dedicated machine to run the securiCAD application 

● securiCAD binary and securiCAD licence 

● Language package for the domain 

● The ADG Cortex Analyser 
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The dedicated machine (dedicated hardware or virtual) requires at least 8GB RAM and 30GB of stor-

age, and currently supports the following operating systems: Ubuntu Server 16.04/18.04/20.04, RHEL 

7 and CentOS 7 and the installation requires a dedicated account with sudo privileges. By default, the 

installer connects to the Internet to download needed packages. If required, packages can be pre-

built and included where Internet access is not available or allowed. 

 

Detailed installation instructions and contact information for getting securiCAD can be found at the 

website9 of foreseeti. 

 

2.2.4.3 Deployment considerations 
 

● The ADG is dependent on the IMC to be able to perform any of the use cases of the 

SOCCRATES platform.  

● The TIP is required for certain specific use cases but the ADG can use default values if no 

threat intelligence data is available. 

● The simulation process is memory intensive and scales with the number of assets there are in 

the IMC. The maximum amount of memory used by the component can be changed in the -

Xmx parameter of the system configuration file for the simulation process at: /etc/sys-

temd/system/foreseeti-worker.service 

 

 

2.2.5 Course of Action Generator 

2.2.5.1 Introduction 
The Course of Action (CoA) Generator component operates on a model of an ICT infrastructure pro-

duced by the ADG component. The CoA component searches “inactive defences” in the model and 

suggests to activate a set of them that has been identified as the most effective given a predefined 

budget. In SOCCRATES this is used to suggest defences improving the security of ICT infrastructure to 

the SOC analyst. The CoA generator forms a feedback loop with the ADG analyser. To drive the opti-

mization process, the generator computes a partial response to the threat based on the input attack 

path, runs the ADG analyser to obtain the expected behaviour of the attacker under this partial re-

sponse, repeats the procedure on the newly obtained attack path, and so on. These iterations thus 

happen inside the CoA generator component without the involvement of the central SOCCRATES or-

chestrator and integration engine (OIE). 

 

Figure 2.2.5 shows the high-level architecture of the CoA Generator component. The CoA Generator 

component is internally using the ADG component and needs to obtain the simulation id of ADG 

analysis coming from the orchestrator platform to ensure consistency and working on the same mod-

els. Once this is achieved, the ADG component is contacted multiple times by internal bi-lateral com-

munication. Once the CoA Generator has come to result with a set of suggested defences to imple-

ment in the model, this list of data is forwarded to the orchestrator platform for further analysis and 

basis for actions. 

 

The CoA Generator is described in more details in D3.2 [2]. In next section some guidance is provided 

for installation and deployment. 

 
9 https://www.foreseeti.com 
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2.2.5.2 Requirements and installation 
The CoA component requires a machine (dedicated hardware or virtual) with at least 8GB RAM and 

20GB of storage, and currently supports the following operating systems: Windows and Ubuntu 

Server 18.04/20.04. CoA component execution requires user credentials. 

 
Figure 2.2.5. High Level Architecture of CoA Generator 

 

2.2.5.3 Deployment considerations 
The CoA component is independent of what modelling language the ADG is using, as long as it is de-

fined in the Meta Attack Language. However, defence step implementation costs needs to be de-

fined separately per model (or language). In SOCCRATES we use the language named coreLang for 

which we have assigned some default costs for a subset of all defences in the language. 

The CoA component is a web-based application. The CoA deployment includes a virtual machine in-

stance holding the CoA component and user databases. CoA services are accessed via different APIs. 

The CoA component can be executed directly on dedicated hardware or in a VM with a supported 

guest OS and can be deployed on most modern servers, workstations or laptops. 

 

The CoA Generator handles the problem at hand in the following ways: given an attack graph, gener-

ated from a model of an ICT infrastructure (including knowledge of possible defence steps), the CoA 

Generator suggests a set of defence steps which are implemented to increases time-to-compromise 

value of specified attack steps. We consider three elementary constraints relevant to the implemen-

tation of security measures: 

• limitations on available resources (e.g., fixed budget for operating costs for securing the 

system), 

• order dependencies, specifying that some measures can be implemented only in a spe-

cific order (e.g., to run an antivirus scan, one needs to install an antivirus beforehand), 

• mutual exclusivity between the measures (e.g., if we have two accounts for a service we 

might for business reasons not be allowed to disable both simultaneously). 

 

 

2.2.6 Business Impact Analyser & Business Logic Modelling 

2.2.6.1 Introduction 
The Business Impact Analyser (BIA) is a component that aims at assessing the operational impact of 

external events occurring on the infrastructure, such as attacks or mitigation deployments. The BIA 

computes two metrics to qualify the importance and the level of emergency of the event: the impact 
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probability on each business function, business process, and on the company as a whole, and the 

downtime tolerance. It also evaluates the criticality of each node in the infrastructure, based on their 

contribution to the propagation of the disturbance caused by the event. 

  

The BIA relies on Business Logic Modelling (BLM). The BLM builds a model that is comprised of the 

resource dependency model, which describes the infrastructure and the link between nodes and 

business functions, and the mission dependency model, which describes the business functions and 

processes of the company.  

  

The theoretical description of the model is provided in Deliverable D5.1 [7], and a description of the 

final version of the BIA component is provided in Deliverable D5.3 [8]. 

 

2.2.6.2 Requirements and installation 
The Business Impact Analyser is deployed into 3 docker containers : backend, processing and 

frontend. The BIA requires at least 3 GB of RAM, 20 GB of storage and 3 CPUs. It also requires Python 

3. 

 

To build the business logic model, the BIA needs credentials to connect to the IMC and fetch the 

data. 

 

The Business Impact Analyser component is available on Gitlab10, with installation and deployment 

instructions. 

 

2.2.6.3 Deployment considerations 
The Business Impact Analyser needs to build the business logic model to process the requests (com-

pute the business impact of an external event on the business entities or evaluate the criticality of 

the assets). 

 

In order to build the business logic model, two models are required : the mission dependency model 

and the resource dependency model. 

 

The mission dependency model, which contains the business entities (Business Functions, Business 

Processes and Business Company) and the assets that directly support the business functions, has to 

be built manually, and can be derived from a BPMN model as explained in Deliverable D5.1 [7]. The 

resource dependency model is immediately derived from the traffic between the infrastructure 

nodes. An environment variable, found in docker-compose.yml, must be configured to allow the BIA 

to connect to the IMC and fetch the data needed to build this model: assets configuration 

(host_name, IP address and UUID) and the Netflow data. 

The file named Assets_UUID.json must be edited with the UUID of the assets identified in the mission 

dependency model, in order to make the link with the resource dependency model. 

 

 

 
10 https://gitlab.com/tsp-soccrates-components/bia 

https://gitlab.com/tsp-soccrates-components/bia
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2.2.7 Response Planner 

2.2.7.1 Introduction 
The Response Planner (RP) is a component that has two main functionalities: generation of contain-

ment Courses of Action (CoAs), and Course of Action (CoA) evaluation. The generation of the contain-

ment CoAs is fully automated. Based on the SIEM label, the RP generates simple and immediate miti-

gations that aim at containing the ongoing attack, by isolating the targeted node. The corresponding 

containment CoAs are generated as CACAO playbooks that contain the appropriate OpenC2 com-

mands. 

  

The RP also evaluates and ranks the CoA according to a metric that depends on the nature of the 

CoA. For the containment CoAs, the RP requests a business impact assessment from the BIA, and 

ranks them based on the impact probability on the company (the lowest impact being preferred). For 

the other CoAs, the RP computes the Return On Response Investment (RORI) metric that represents 

the financial impact of the CoA (the highest RORI being preferred). 

  

A description of the final prototype of the RP component is provided in Deliverable 5.3 [8]. 

 

2.2.7.2 Requirements and installation 
The RP frontend and backend are isolated inside Docker containers, and can be deployed using 

Docker Compose. In order to evaluate CoAs, the RP has to communicate with the ADG component, 

thus requires connection credentials. To evaluate Containment CoAs, the RP needs to communicate 

with the BIA component. 

 

The RP component minimum hardware requirements are : 

• 10 GB disk  

• CPUs 

• 1 GB RAM 

 

It also requires Python 3. 

 

2.2.7.3 Deployment considerations 
 

Instructions for deployment can be found on Gitlab11 page of Telecom Sud-Paris. 

  

First the RP has some environment variables, such as ADG SecuriCAD credentials, BIA backend ad-

dress or deployment domain name, that are configured inside the values directory. 

 

The RORI parameters Annual Infrastructure Value and Annual Attack Rate can also be configured in-

side the RP backend configuration file (rp_config.py), in order to obtain more adjusted evaluations. 

 

2.2.7.4 Technical update of component 
The RP has changed its evaluation of the RORI metric, compared to the description in D5.3 [8]. The 

RP now makes use of simulations IDs that are referring to previously executed simulations in the 

 
11 https://gitlab.com/tsp-soccrates-components/rp 
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ADG, in order to obtain extra output values from the ADG. This change allows the RP to compute 

more relevant RORI values. 

 

 

2.2.8 Threat Intelligence Platform 

2.2.8.1 Introduction 
The SOCCRATES Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) component is based on mnemonic’s Semi-Auto-

mated Cyber Threat Intelligence (ACT) platform. The TIP is used for collection, enrichment and analy-

sis of cyber threat intelligence in the SOCCRATES platform. When new, relevant information is dis-

covered by the TIP, it will trigger SOCCRATES Use Case 2. The TIP is described in D2.3 [1], and the Ad-

versary Emulation Planner (AEP) functionality developed in the SOCCRATES project is described in 

D4.4 [5]. 

 

2.2.8.2 Requirements and installation 
Detailed installation instructions for the ACT platform are available on Github12, along with a descrip-

tion of the platform requirements13. In short, the ACT platform’s minimum hardware requirements 

are: 

• 50 GB disk 

• 8 CPUs 

• 32 GB RAM 

The ACT platform’s software requirements are: 

• Cassandra 

• Elasticsearch 

• Java JDK (11) 

• Node (yarn) 

• Python 3 

The Adversary Emulation Planner tool is also available on Github14, along with the web front-end15 

used for the TIP integration described in D4.4 [5]. 

 

2.2.8.3 Deployment considerations 
For deployments that ingest a high volume of data and/or run complex graph queries, we recom-

mend deploying dedicated clusters for Cassandra and Elasticsearch. 

 

The TIP needs access to the Internet in order to collect and enrich cyber threat intelligence. For envi-

ronments where direct Internet access from the SOCCRATES platform is not allowed, it is possible to 

deploy both an external and internal TIP instance, where the external instance with Internet access 

streams new information to the internal instance. 

 

The ACT platform includes several workers that manage collection, enrichment and analysis of data 

from different sources16. Organisations that wish to add other sources will have to develop new 

 
12 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/act 
13 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/act/blob/master/requirements.md 
14 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/aep 
15 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/aep-web 
16 https://github.com/mnemonic-no/act-workers 
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workers. Furthermore, some of the workers use data sources with restricted access, e.g. VirusTotal 

and the Shadowserver API. Organisations that wish to use these workers have to configure their own 

API keys in order to access the data sources. 

 

2.2.8.4 Technical update of component 
Since the publication of D4.4, the TIP has been integrated with the Shadowserver Threat Data Collec-

tion & Threat Prediction component described in Section 2.2.9, using the new Shadowserver API de-

veloped in the SOCCRATES project as an enrichment source. 

 

 

2.2.9 Threat Data Collection & Threat Prediction 

2.2.9.1 Introduction 
Unlike most of the other components developed for SOCCRATES, the Threat Data Collection and 

Threat Prediction component is external to the rest of the SOCCRATES platform, hosted at the 

Shadowserver Foundation. 

 

The Shadowserver Foundation collects a vast amount of cyber security related data through its daily 

Internet-wide scans, malware/botnet sinkholing, passive honeypot sensor network and other meth-

ods. It is also engaged in large scale malware collection. With over 1.7 billion unique by hash samples 

in total and over 1 million new unique by hash samples collected every day, it has one of the largest 

malware collections in the world. 100,000 of these samples are executed every day in both virtual 

and bare metal sandboxes, allowing for observation of malware behavior and various outbound calls 

to domains and IP addresses potentially used for malware callbacks and command and control.  

 

The Threat Data Collection & Threat Prediction component helps analyze the above malware sand-

box data and enables detection of new domain/DGA (Domain Generated Algorithm17) based threats, 

trends and for domain reputation. It includes 3 different elements: 

 

1. DGA Detective: an ML/AI tool used for classifying domains 

2. Dashboard: Threat Hunting Tools for Detecting Anomalies and Trends 

3. SOCCRATES API methods  

 

2.2.9.2 Requirements and installation 
Please note that out of all the tools developed, it is only the DGA Detective that can be installed inde-

pendently by third parties. The SOCCRATES API can be queried externally, for DGA Detective and 

other Anomaly results. 

 

We briefly discuss each component below: 

 

1. DGA Detective has been published by TNO as open-source software under an Apache 2.0 li-

cense. It is developed at https://gitlab.com/cossas/dgad and distributed both there and at 

Github: https://github.com/COSSAS/dgad. Requirements and installation instructions can be 

 
17 Domain Generated Algorithms are used by malware authors to programmatically generate many potential 

domain names, changing the entire dataset every pre-set time period, to prevent shut-down of communication 

between the malware and command and control servers. 

https://gitlab.com/cossas/dgad
https://github.com/COSSAS/dgad
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found in the README file in either repositories. It is a python package that can be installed 

from source or easily from the public Python Package Index18. Its only requirement is Python 

>= 3.8. A docker container image is also provided for ease of use with no installation. 

 

DGA Detective is operational in the Shadowserver backend, running on a separate VM, with 

8 virtual CPUs, 16 GB of memory and 170 GB of disk. Whenever new domains are seen being 

queried in the Sandbox,  DGA Detective is queried for each domain via Redis queue. 

 

2. The Dashboard itself has been integrated into the Shadowserver internal management sys-

tem. This is a Shadowserver internal environment that is under continuous develop-

ment.  The Dashboard supports mechanisms to better explore anomalies and trends in the 

Shadowserver sandbox data, with a focus on malicious domains and DGAs. These include the 

results supplied by DGA Detective running in an operational environment. The goal is to have 

a set of tools supported by machine learning to enable effective threat alerting and hunting.  

 

The internal dashboard signals anomalies and trends in the following DNS related sandbox 

activity, and facilitates their exploration, focusing on TLD19 monitoring, DoH/DoT usage moni-

toring and Registrar usage monitoring. Computation of anomalies and trends is done daily 

and results are presented on the Dashboard (see Figure 2.9). 

 

   Figure 2.9 : Dashboard with TLD anomaly monitoring 

 

The dashboard is supported by daily email reports of unregistered domains (including blockchain 

based domains) to analysts. 

 

More detailed description of the Dashboard can be found in D4.3 [6]. 

 

SOCCRATES API methods have been implemented as part of Shadowserver’s RESTful API offering. 

This is a Shadowserver internal environment that is under continuous development. The API meth-

ods are described in detail in D2.3 [1], D4.3 and also in Section 4.2 of this deliverable. 

 

 
18 https://pypi.org/project/dgad/ 
19 Top-Level Domain (TLD) is the final sections of domain names (e.g. .com, .edu).  
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2.2.9.3 Deployment considerations 
DGA Detective can be deployed in a number of ways. Beyond local usage, the suggested approach is 

to deploy it as a container. A Docker container image is provided for this reason. Then, there are mul-

tiple ways to deploy containers. The suggested approach is to deploy with Kubernetes because Ku-

bernetes Services provide a native way to load balance requests over any number of DGA Detective 

Kubernetes Deployment replicas (other orchestration solutions such as docker swarm require one to 

set up his own load balancer). Amount of replicas can then easily be adjusted based on performance 

necessity. A helm chart is provided to easily deploy DGA Detective with Kubernetes. Containers do 

not use a significant amount of memory or CPU, and GPUs are not required either. 

 

Alternatively, users can deploy DGA Detective containers using docker-compose or deploy to a cloud 

provider through one of their simplified container deployment services, such as Google Cloud Run. 

 

2.2.9.4 Technical update of component 
DGA Detective was updated in August 2022 to version 4.0.0, and is now at version 4.1.1.  

It has been significantly refactored. The most important new feature is DGA family classification. 

Now DGA Detective will automatically try to establish the DGA family of domains that are thought to 

be malicious. A binary_score and a family_score are now also provided to quickly evaluate the confi-

dence of the classification. This is done for each subdomain of the domain name. 

 

The command line interface (CLI) has been greatly improved to handle standard input (in csv and 

jsonl format)  from the output of another command. Furthermore, the CLI now only outputs well for-

matted json, which can then easily be piped (passed as input to another command, through the | 

symbol) to another program such as jq. Improving standard input and output allows power users to 

use DGA Detective much more productively. 

 

Finally, the gRPC API has been updated to return the new classification scores.  It is now possible to 

launch the gRPC server from the CLI. 

 

 

2.2.10 Automated Reconfiguration 

2.2.10.1 Introduction 
The Automated Reconfiguration (AR) component consists of a a set of Cortex responders invoked 

from the workflows running on Activiti. Unlike the rest of the components that are part of the 

SOCCRATES workflow, the AR triggers actions through external tools, including opening tickets on an 

IT support ticketing system for dealing with the response, sending notification emails or triggering 

OpenC2 commands. This is depicted in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: Conceptual figure of the Automated Reconfiguration component. 

 

The current and public Cortex community provides with several responders to interact with different 

platforms, including free20 and subscription-based ones21. 

 

2.2.10.2 Requirements and installation 
Since the Automated Reconfiguration (AR) component is a set of Cortex responders, they are de-

ployed as part of the SOCCRATES Orchestrator and Integration Engine. Consequently, they have the 

same requirements and  installation considerations of the OIE, included in section 2.2.2. 

 

2.2.10.3 Deployment considerations 
The responders included in the Automated Reconfiguration component can be invoked from any of 

the SOCCRATES use cases and it is configurable by each deployment in the OIE which are the ones 

that will be invoked in the associated service task to take actions once selected the CoAs. 

 

2.2.10.4 Technical update of component 
In this final version of the SOCCRATES platform, additionally to the Cortex responders listed in D6.2 

[9], two new Cortex responders of the Automated Reconfiguration (AR) component have been inte-

grated with the Orchestrator and Integration Engine together with the existent responder AR.1 (to 

send an email with the selected Course of Actions (CoAs)): 

• Webhook notification responder, which provides the capability to send notifications with the 

information related to the selected CoAs to any external tool that should have a webhook 

collector understanding the JSON format sent from the SOCCRATES Platform. 

 
20 https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs/blob/master/analyzer_requirements.md - free-responders  
21 https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs/blob/master/analyzer_requirements.md#subscription-and-

license-based-responders  

https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs/blob/master/analyzer_requirements.md%20-%20free-responders
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs/blob/master/analyzer_requirements.md#subscription-and-license-based-responders
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs/blob/master/analyzer_requirements.md#subscription-and-license-based-responders
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• CACAO Playbook execution responder (see summary for AR.3 in table below), that translate 

CACAO playbooks to separate OpenC2 commands and sends it to the particular OpenC2 

command consumer. 

 

More details can be found in D2.3 [1].  

 

2.3 How to get SOCCRATES Platform components? 
On the SOCCRATES website a page has been added to provide links and information on where to ac-

cess to the software of each of the components (see Figure 2.11):  

 

https://www.soccrates.eu/platform-software/   

 

Not all software is available as open source. For the licensed or commercial software contact infor-

mation has been provided. Furthermore, not all integration components or IMC adapters have been 

made available, as they were very specific for demonstration or for the pilot environment.  

 

Since the SOCCRATES Platform is a collection of both open source and commercial software compo-

nents, it is not possible for the SOCCRATES project to distribute the SOCCRATES Platform as a whole. 

Furthermore, any deployment of the SOCCRATES Platform needs to be adapted to the specific envi-

ronment (i.e., integration with existing security tools and data formats). The SOCCRATES project 

therefore provides the means to get access to the SOCCRATES Platform components and has setup a 

demonstration of the SOCCRATES Platform to inspire others of the vision, and to encourage them to 

develop their own solution for their environment and potentially re-using some of the SOCCRATES 

Platform components.   

 

 
Figure 2.11 Web page on SOCCRATES website with information on the platform software  

https://www.soccrates.eu/platform-software/
https://www.soccrates.eu/platform-software/
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3 Demonstration of SOCCRATES Platform 

3.1 Introduction 
As described in section 2.1 the development of the SOCCRATES Platform has been guided using five 

different use cases for security operations. These use cases have been introduced in deliverable D2.1 

[14] and described in more detail in deliverable D2.3 [1]. The SOCCRATES platform provides for each 

of the use case situational awareness and option awareness to support decision making by the SOC 

analysts. A demonstration of the SOCCRATES Platform has been developed to show how this is done.  

 

 
Figure 3.1: The SOCCRATES use cases along an incident response time line. 

 

Use case 1 is different from the other four as in this case the organisation is responding to a detected 

ongoing attack, see Figure 3.1. That means that an active adversary has access to the organisation’s 

ICT infrastructure and can potentially cause lots of harm. When responding to ongoing attacks, or-

ganisations will generally follow the following incident response steps: detection, analysis, contain-

ment, eradication, and recovery. The SOCCRATES Platform supports the first three steps (i.e., detec-

tion, analysis and containment). How the SOCCRATES Platform handles this incident depends on the 

detected attack step. In particularly, when exfiltration is detected it is necessary to stop the exfiltra-

tion as soon as possible. Furthermore, when an initial attack step has been detected it is often suffi-

cient to isolate the host. The SOCCRATES Platform distinguishes three scenarios for use case 1, 

namely: initial access, lateral movement or exfiltration. As this distinction is important to demonstra-

tion, all three scenarios have been implemented. 

 

From the perspective of the SOCCRATES Platform, use cases 2 to 5 are very similar. Meaning, that the 

steps taken by the SOCCRATES Platform for the analysis to create situational awareness and option 

awareness are identical. They differ in the event that triggered the SOCCRATES Platform and that 

some components have to be triggered to update the model. Based on the similarities and that rele-

vancy from a threat perspective, we decided not to specifically build demonstration functions for use 

case 4 and 5. The demonstration of the SOCCRATES Platform is thus focussed on demonstrating all 

three scenarios of use cases 1, on demonstrating use case 2 and on demonstrating use case 3. Note 

that via manually triggering use case 4 and 5 can and have been be executed on the SOCCRATES Plat-

form demonstrator. This has been done for evaluation and validation purposes. 

 

The SOCCRATES demonstration environment consists of two parts. The SOCCRATES Platform and the 

Infrastructure Under Control, see Figure 3.2. For the Infrastructure Under Control, it was not only 
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necessary to define and implement the IT assets, but also define a business story in line with the IT 

assets. This was necessary to be able to make a business model for the Business Impact Assessment 

component. In particular, we had to create a graph with dependencies between the technical assets 

and the business functions and processes. For the Demonstration, we decided to adopt ArchiMate 

models of a fictitious insurance company ArchiSurance [13]. The Open Group defined the ArchiSur-

ance as a Case Study for ArchiMate enterprise modelling language22. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: SOCCRATES demonstration environment 

 

In the following section, the Infrastructure Under Control will be described. Next, the deployment of 

the SOCCRATES Platform for the demonstration is described along with the approach for triggering 

the use cases. The remainder of this chapter provides a walkthrough of the demonstrations of use 

case 1 and 2.  

 

3.2 Infrastructure Under Control  

3.2.1 ArchiSurance 
In [13] the ArchiSurance Case Study is described as a fictitious example developed to illustrate the 

use of the ArchiMate® modeling language. The Case Study concerns the insurance company Archi-

Surance, which has been formed as the result of a merger of three previously independent compa-

nies. In SOCCRATES we decided to adopt part of the model as it would simplify the Business Logic 

Modelling for the BIA.  

 

The target situation was taken as basis for designing the SOCCRATES infrastructure under control. 

This technology architecture infrastructure view is depicted in [13] as figure 30, and included in this 

document as Figure 3.3.   

 

 
22 https://www.opengroup.org/archimate-forum/archimate-overview  
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Figure 3.3: ArchiSurance - Technology Architecture: Infrastructure View (Target) [13] 

 

For the Business Logic Modelling, we decided to use the Application Usage viewpoint of the claim 

handling process. In [13] this Application Usage View (Baseline) is depicted in figure 24, and included 

in this document as Figure 3.4. The Application Usage viewpoint describes how application compo-

nents (bottom row) is mapped to applications services (middle row) are used to support one or more 

business processes (top row). It is important to note that concepts in ArchiMate are a bit differently 

defined than within Business Logic Modelling used in SOCCRATES. It was, however, relatively 

straightforward to make a mapping.  

 

 
Figure 3.4: ArchiSurance – Application Usage View (Baseline) [13] 

 

 

3.2.2 SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure 
The infrastructure under control was designed and setup by WithSecure in AWS. In Figure 3.5, the IT 

architecture is depicted based on ArchiSurance Case Study. It consists of a couple of subnets to cre-

ate some basic network segmentation. In the office network subnet the office PCs are installed. The 

insurance claim handler will use one of the PCs to process a claim. In the datacenter subnet the serv-

ers are set up to provide ArchiSurance applications: DMS, CRM, back office and web portal. Although 

the later system may not typically be installed in this subnet, this was chosen for demonstration pur-

pose. A third, IT management, subnet was setup including the AD and Withsecure Elements (includ-

ing Vulnerability Management, previously known as RADAR).  
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Figure 3.5: SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure 

 

A list of all assets in the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure with FQDN and IP addresses is 

given in Table 3.1 

 

Table 3.1: SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure assets 

Device FQDN IP 

Firewall fw.soccrates.f-secure.com <external IP> 
10.255.131.1 
10.255.129.1 
10.255.130.1 

IT management subnet (10.255.129.0/24) 

Active Directory (domain 
controller) 

ad.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.129.33 

Element VM (RADAR) and 
IMC Adapter 

elements-vm.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.129.4 

Netflow IMC Adapter netflow.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.129.171 

datacenter subnet (10.255.130.0/24) 

Document Management Sys-
tem (file shares) 

dms.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.130.115 

CRM system crm.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.130.188 

Backoffice server backoffice.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.130.230 

office network subnet (10.255.131.0/24) 

PC1  pc1-linux.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.131.49 

PC2 Pc2.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.131.233 

PC3 pc3.soccrates.f-secure.com 10.255.131.135 

 

The SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure is periodically scanned using WithSecureTM  Elements 

Vulnerability Management. Screenshots from the results of the scans are provided in Figure 3.6, Fig-

ure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. To support the SOCCRATES Platform, the IMC RADAR Adapter has been de-

ployed in the AWS environment to push data from vulnerability scans to the IMC. In addition, the 

IMC AD Adapter has been deployed to push Active Directory data from the AD to the IMC. A screen-

shot from the IMC with the data from SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure is provided in Figure 

3.10.  
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Figure 3.6: Screenshot from WithSecureTM  Elements Vulnerability Management – discovery scan results. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Screenshot from WithSecureTM  Elements Vulnerability Management – device discovery results. 
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Figure 3.8: Screenshot from WithSecureTM  Elements Vulnerability Management – overview of assets and de-
tected vulnerabilities. 

 

To enable automated reconfiguration as part of the automated response to an ongoing attack, an 

AWS Lambda interface was developed. This AWS Lambda interface supports the following actions: 

• Reset – this was to reset the infrastructure such that all changes were undone; 

• Stop VM [IP address] – this would stop the VM identified with the IP address; 

• Isolate via EDR [IP address] – if the host with the IP address has Endpoint Detection and Re-

sponse (EDR) component from Withsecure Elements installed, this would isolate the host 

from the network using this feature of the EDR. 

• Filtering on edge FW  [source IP, from port, to ports] – this could be used to add a filter rule 

on the external network firewall. 

Figure 3.9 shows the integration of the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure with SOCCRATES 

Platform components. As this IT infrastructure does not actually produce normal traffic (other than 

for the management of the infrastructure), it was regarded challenging to integrate anomaly detec-

tion based attack detection using the AI based Attack Detection (AAD). Moreover, it would not realis-

tically demonstrate the capability of the AAD. For this reason it was decided to not include the AAD 

in the demonstration of the SOCCRATES Platform. A separate demonstrator has been developed for 

the demonstration of the AAD, see section 4.2. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: SOCCRATES ArchiSurance – IT Architecture with SOCCRATES Platform integration 
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Figure 3.10: Screenshot of the IMC with data from the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure. 

 

3.2.3 Business Logic Modelling 
As described in section 3.2.1 the Application Usage View for Handle Claim was used a basis for the 

graph with the dependencies between the technical assets and the business functions and business 

processes. The interdependency values for the mission dependency model and the values for the re-

source dependency model have been selected to reflect that the most critical assets are the AD, 

CRM, and the firewall. In Figure 3.11, a screenshot is given of the BIA with the ArchiSurance model 

for Handle Claim. The critical assets are coloured red. 

 

 
Figure 3.11: Screenshot of the BIA with ArchiSurance model for Handle Claim 
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3.3 SOCCRATES Platform Deployment 
 

3.3.1 Deployment environment 
The SOCCRATES Platform has been deployed to operate on the Infrastructure Under Control de-

scribed in section 3.2. It consists of the following deployments: 

 

• ADG Analyser deployed in AWS hosted by foreseeti, 

• TIP and IMC deployed in AWS hosted by mnemonic, and 

• the rest of SOCCRATES Platform deployed in Azure hosted by TNO.  

 

In Figure 3.12 the deployment concept of the SOCCRATES Demonstration Environment has been de-

picted.  

 
Figure 3.12 : Overview of the SOCCRATES Demonstration environment. 

 

The reason for the separate deployments of IMC, TIP and ADG Analyser is that these tools had al-

ready been deployed in cloud infrastructure and could be integrated as stand-alone deployments. 

The Threat Data collection & AI based threat prediction was always intended as a separate deploy-

ment outside the SOCCRATES Platform deployment. The TIP can reach out the Shadowserver API to 

collect cyber threat intelligence. See section 4.3 for more information on the Shadowserver API.  

 

The SOCCRATES Platform deployment in Azure is depicted in Figure 3.13. Partners can upload soft-

ware to TNO’s gitlab instance. GitLab supports CI/CD pipelines that can be used to automatically 

build, test, and deploy software. The deployment is done using Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) and 

monitoring is done using Portainer23. Kubernetes (with helm) provides easy cloud management with 

zero maintenance/worries about the stability of the cluster. Azure takes care of uptime. Portainer 

provides easy monitoring and access to container up-time, logs, environment variables and more. 

Figure 3.15, Figure 3.16, and Figure 3.17 provide screenshots of Portainer.  

 

 
23 https://www.portainer.io 
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The SOCCRATES Platform deployment in Azure consists of three environments: dev, staging and 

demo. The dev environment is for developers and programmers to test deployment and verify cor-

rect functioning of their software. The staging environment is set up is like production, and can be 

used for integration testing and performance testing. The demo environment is the SOCCRATES 

Demonstration production environment.  

 

 
Figure 3.13: SOCCRATES Platform deployment in Azure. 

 

Access and authentication to the GUIs in the environment is provided using the proxy Traefik24 and 

Authelia25. The domain is protected by Cloudflare26 DDOS protection. Since not all SOCCRATES com-

ponents are running within the Azure deployment, it is necessary to configure the environment such 

that all kinds of network connections are possible and that the user can access all GUIs of the 

SOCCRATES Components. Some cloud environments source IP address filtering is deployed. To ena-

ble the communication to the GUI, the IP address range of partners were added to these filters. Part-

ners can access the GUIs for demonstrations from their corporate network or over the corporate 

VPN. The network interaction between the different deployments is depicted in Figure 3.14.  

 

 
Figure 3.14: Overview of network connections between the different SOCCRATES Platform deployments. 

 
24 https://doc.traefik.io/traefik/ 
25 https://www.authelia.com/ 
26 https://www.cloudflare.com/ 
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Figure 3.15: Screenshot of Portainer home of the SOCCRATES Platform deployments 

 

 
Figure 3.16: Screenshot of Portainer dashboard of the SOCCRATES Platform deployments. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.17: Screenshot of Portainer Application list of the SOCCRATES Platform deployments. 

 

In Figure 3.18 a screenshot of the SOCCRATES Frontend with a view of the ADG modeler. This model 

shown is of the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance Infrastructure. This model is automatically generated based 

on data from the IMC, and the attacker is connected to assets based on the particular request to the 

ADG Cortex Analyser.  
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Figure 3.18: Screenshot of SOCCRATES Frontend with a view of the ADG modeler with part of the SOCCRATES 
ArchiSurance Infrastructure. 

 

3.3.2 Use Case Triggering 
As described in section 3.1, the demonstration of the SOCCRATES Platform is focussed on demon-

strating use cases 1, 2 and 3. In the tables below the specific details for the three use case 1 sce-

nario’s and the other two use cases are given.  

 
Table 3.2: SOCCRATES demonstration use case 1.1 - initial access 

ID Name Description 

Use Case 1 Response on Detected Ongoing Attack 

Scenario 1.1 Initial access  In this scenario initial access (TA000127) is detected on one 
of the workstations of ArchiSurance, in particularly PC2, with 
IP address 10.255.131.233. The SIEM would trigger the OIE 
to analyse the Incident.  The triggering event is given below. 

{"SourceIP": "8.8.8.8", "SourcePort": "31337", "DestinationIP": 
"10.255.131.233", "DestinationPort": "22", "Severity": "High", "Tactic": 
"TA0001"} 

 
Table 3.3: SOCCRATES demonstration use case 1.2 - lateral movement 

ID Name  Description 

Use Case 1  Response on Detected Ongoing Attack 

Scenario 1.2 Lateral movement  In this scenario lateral movement (TA000828) is detected 
from PC2 (10.255.131.233) to DMS (10.255.130.115) on 
SMB port (445). The SIEM would trigger the OIE to ana-
lyse the Incident. The triggering event is given below. 

{"SourceIP": "10.255.131.233", "SourcePort": "31337", "Des-tinationIP": 
"10.255.130.115", "DestinationPort": "445", "Severity": "High", "Tactic": 
"TA0008"} 

 

 
27 https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0001 
28 https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008 
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Table 3.4: SOCCRATES demonstration use case 1.3 - exfiltration 

ID Name Description 

Use Case 1 Response on Detected Ongoing Attack 

Scenario 1.3 Exfiltration  In this scenario exfiltration (TA001029) of data is detected 
from Data Management System to an external system. 
The SIEM would trigger the OIE to analyse the Incident. 
The triggering event is given below. 

{"SourceIP": "10.255.130.115", "SourcePort": "31337", "DestinationIP": 
"8.8.8.8", "DestinationPort": "53", "Severity": "High", "Tactic": "TA0010"} 

 

Table 3.5: SOCCRATES demonstration use case 2 

ID Name Description 

Use Case 2 Response on Newly Received Cyber Threat Intelligence 

 Threat Actor has 
new technique 

The scenario is that the TIP receives new information on 
APT3230 (Vietnam-based threat group). The APT32 threat 
actor has been attributed to an incident. In this incident a 
technique T155831 (Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets) was 
used that was not yet associated to APT32.  
The TIP will trigger the OIE to do an analysis if APT32 with 
this capability would be able to more easily compromise 
the infrastructure.  

{"Threatactor": "apt32", "Type": "technique", "ID": "T1558"} 
 
Table 3.6: SOCCRATES demonstration use case 3 

ID Name Description 

Use Case 3 Response on Newly Discovered Vulnerable Assets 

 New vulnerability 
on asset 

In this scenario the IMC receives new vulnerability scan 
data. This includes that the WebPortal has a new vulnera-
bility  CVE-2022-129232. 
The IMC will trigger the OIE to do an analysis if this vulner-
ability enables a threat actor to more easily compromise 
the infrastructure. In the triggering event below the host is 
identified using the UUID from the IMC.  

{"Host": "c1536126-387f-4253-bad4-3f455faccbec","Software": "SSL implemen-
tation","Vulnerability": "CVE-2022-1292"} 

 

Use case 1 is triggered directly via the SOCCRATES frontend. Use case 2 is started from the 

SOCCRATES frontend, but it is actually triggered by adding new facts to the TIP. Use case 3 can also 

be started via the SOCCRATES frontend, but the actually triggering is done by the IMC by adding a 

fact on new vulnerability to a new host. For adding facts to the TIP and IMC, specific Cortex Respond-

ers have been developed to ease the integration. Figure 3.19 shows the SOCCRATES Web Frontend 

for triggering the demonstration use cases. 

 

The SOCCRATES Web Frontend also provides a generic capability to trigger use cases. A screenshot of 

this page is given in Figure 3.20. 

 
29 https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0010 
30 https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0050/ 
31 https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/ 
32 https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2022-1292  

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2022-1292
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Figure 3.19: Screenshot of the SOCCRATES Frontend for triggering the demonstration use cases. 

 

 
Figure 3.20: Screenshot of the SOCCRATES Frontend for manually triggering a use case. 

 

 

3.3.3 Automated Response 
As described in section 3.2.2 on the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT infrastructure, an AWS Lambda in-

terface is provided to automated reconfiguration of the firewall or to isolate hosts by stopping the 

VM or by means of isolation via WithSecure Elements EDR.  

 

In Use Case 1, the SOCCRATES Platform will provide directly enforceable Courses of Action to stop 

exfiltration and/or isolate compromised hosts. The Response Planner is able to generate these so 
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called Containment CoAs in a CACAO playbook format with OpenC2 formatted reconfiguration com-

mands. A CACAO Cortex Responder has been developed to interpret the CACAO playbook and ex-

tract the OpenC2 command. The OpenC2 command is forwarded to an OpenC2 proxy that will trans-

late the OpenC2 command into the AWS Lambda API call. This is depicted in Figure 3.21. 

 

 
Figure 3.21: Conceptual architecture of the automated response with  
SOCCRATES Platform to the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure. 

 

An example of an CACAO playbook is given in Table 3.7. In the OpenC2 command the host to be iso-

lated is identified device_id with the UUIDs from the IMC for the Document Management Server in 

the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure. The CACAO Cortex Responder will translate this to a 

hostname. The OpenC2 Proxy will translate this to an AWS Lambda command listed in Table 3.9. An 

example of the communication between the Cortex Responder and the OpenC2 Proxy is given in Ta-

ble 3.8. 

 

Table 3.7: Example CACAO playbook for host isolation in UC1 

{ 

  "type": "playbook", 

  "spec_version": "1.0", 

  "created_by": "Soccrates_Response_Planner", 

  "description": "This playbook will apply the CoA in the system", 

  "playbook_types": [ 

    "prevention" 

  ], 

  "features": { 

    "parallel_processing": true 

  }, 

  "created": "Thu Jun 16 16:07:27 2022", 

  "id": "soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956", 

  "name": "Soccrates CoA Playbook 1655395647712775956", 

  "workflow_start": "start--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956", 

  "workflow": { 

    "start--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956": { 

      "type": "start", 

      "on_completion": "parallel--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956" 

    }, 

    "parallel--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956": { 

      "type": "parallel", 
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      "name": "Apply defenses of the CoA", 

      "next_steps": [ 

        "defense-1--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956" 

      ] 

    }, 

    "defense-1--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956": { 

      "type": "single", 

      "name": "Host isolation", 

      "description": "Isolate the host from the network by using Network Segmentation", 

      "on_completion": "end--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956", 

      "target": { 

        "type": "net-address", 

        "address": { 

           "url": "<https://openc2_proxy.soccrates.xyz/openc2>" 

           } 

      }, 

      "commands": [ 

        { 

          "type": "openc2-json", 

          "command": "{\"action\": \"contain\", \"target\": {\"device\": {\"device_id\": \"841ad2d6-

0b89-7a8d-a715-85af7af8a94b\"}}}" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "end--soccrates-playbook-1655395647712775956": { 

      "type": "end" 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

Table 3.8: Example communication between Cortex Responder and OpenC2 Proxy. 

DEBUG: Message Headers: 
Host: http://openc2aws-openc2aws.staging.svc.cluster.local:9001 

User-Agent: python-requests/2.28.1 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Accept: */* 

Connection: keep-alive 

Content-Type: application/openc2-cmd+json;version=1.0 

Content-Length: 305 

INFO: Received Command: 

{'body': {'openc2': {'request': {'action': 'contain', 

                   'target': {'ipv4_connection': {'dst_addr': '10.100.10.135', 

                           'dst_port': 22, 

                           'protocol': 'tcp', 

                           'src_addr': '10.100.11.194', 

                           'src_port': 3389}}}}}, 

http://openc2aws-openc2aws.staging.svc.cluster.local:9001:9001
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'headers': {'created': 1664979782886, 

            'from': 'SOCCRATES OpenC2', 

            'request_id': '7944b3a7-8372-480f-8d4c-8f8d6446f44e'}} 

             

             

INFO: Response: 

{'body': {'openc2': {'response': {'status': 200, 

                    'status_text': 'Isolated instance on ' 

                                   'ipv4_connection: ' 

                                   "{'protocol': 'tcp', " 

                                   "'dst_port': 22, 'dst_addr': " 

                                   "'10.100.10.135', 'src_port': 3389, " 

                                   "'src_addr': '10.100.11.194'}"}}}, 

'headers': {'created': 1664979782899, 

            'from': 'OpenC2 AWS Lambda Proxy', 

            'request_id': '7944b3a7-8372-480f-8d4c-8f8d6446f44e', 

            'to': 'SOCCRATES OpenC2'}} 

 

 

Table 3.9: AWS Lambda commands for SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infrastructure 

Action AWS Lambda 

Reset https://<hidden>.execute-api.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/reset 

Stop VM (with IP) https://<hidden>.execute-api.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/stop? 
IP=10.255.131.163 

Isolate via EDR (with 
IP) 

https://<hidden>.execute-api.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/isolate? 
IP=10.255.131.131 

Filtering on edge FW  
(source IP, from port, 
to ports) 

https://<hidden>.execute-api.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/filter? 
source=10.255.128.212/32&from_port=22&to_port=22 

 

3.4 Use Case 1 demo 
As described in section 3.3.2, UC1 has three scenarios: 1.1 Initial access (TA0001), 1.2 Lateral move-

ment (TA0008) and 1.3 Exfiltration (TA0010). In this section, the steps are described for the demon-

stration of scenario 1.2 Lateral movement. The workflow depicted in Figure 3.22 is the same for each 

of the UC1 scenarios. There are of course differences in analysis results and (Containment) CoA, but 

for understanding of how the SOCCRATES demonstration does UC1 it is sufficient to only describe the 

walkthrough of scenario 1.2 and point out what is different for scenarios 1.1 and 1.3. 
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Figure 3.22 Activiti workflow for UC1. 

 

When UC1.2 is started we are assuming that the SIEM detected lateral movement between PC2 

(10.255.131.233) to DMS (10.255.130.115) on SMB port (445) and triggered the SOCCRATES Plat-

form. As a first step, the OIE will request the IMC to provide the UUID of the assets with the IP ad-

dresses provided as parameters in the triggering event. Next, the OIE will request the BIA for an im-

pact assessment of when these two assets are compromised. In Figure 3.23 the screenshot of the BIA 

is given for this analysis. Since the DMS is one of the most critical assets, the "impact_probability" on 

"Handle Claim" is already high (0.92). 
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Figure 3.23: Business Impact Analysis for a compromise of PC2 and DMS. 

 

Next, the OIE will request the BIA for which assets are the most critical for the business "Handle 

Claim". These are DMS, AD and the Firewall. The OIE will then request the ADG to perform an ADG 

analysis for these three assets when the attacker has access to PC2 and DMS. This is a forward look-

ing ADG analysis and it is to provide the SOC Analyst with information on how many steps (measured 

in Time To Compromise) the active adversary is away from compromising the most critical assets. 

The ADG preforms multiple ADG analysis and provides these to the OIE. As a last step before the in-

formation is provided as Situational Awareness to the SOC analyst is the request the BIA for when 

the critical assets get compromised. The OIE will notify the SOC Analyst that there is a new task. In 

Figure 3.25 part of the task screen that the analyst will be presented with is depicted. The screen 

contains all the collected details and a link to the specific analysis from the BIA and ADG.  

 

The SOC analyst can choose how to proceed. For this type of incident the typical choice would be to 

“Determine the full extend”. The reason for this is that the SOCCRATES Platform was triggered for 

having detected a Lateral Movement step. That means that we do not know how the active adver-

sary was able to compromise PC2 from where the lateral movement step was executed, nor do we 

know if any other systems have been compromised in before getting access to PC2 and executing the 

lateral movement step. The SOCCRATES Platform will therefore do a root cause analysis by asking the 

ADG to produce attack defence graphs on how PC2 could have been compromised. These are pre-

sented to the SOC analyst with the request to identify additional host that have been compromised 

and provide the IP address of these host. The SOC analyst (or request a Threat Hunter) could investi-

gate the root cause of the compromised PC2 using the attack graphs from the ADG analyser as inspi-

ration where to look for indicators of compromise. See Figure 3.24 for example attack graph.   

 
Figure 3.24: Attack graph from the ADG on how attacker could have compromised PC2. 
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Figure 3.25: Splits SOCCRATES task screen for UC1.2 on situational awareness. 

 

In Figure 3.26 the Task screen is depicted for providing the IP addresses of discovered additional 

compromised hosts. Parallel to this Task for the SOC analyst, the OIE will request the CoA Generator 

to generate CoAs to prevent the PC2 and DMS from getting compromised again. The CoA Generator 

will produce several sets of Defences to increase the protection of PC2 and DMS in the future. In or-

der for the SOC Analyst to make an informed decision, the OIE will ask the Response Planner (RP) to 

determine the Return On Response Investment (RORI) for each of the options, and order the lists of 

defences according to the best RORI. In case of UC1.1 this step is skipped and the OIE will directly go 

to produce Containment CoA to isolate the compromised host. In case of UC1.3 an additional step is 

executed before determine the full extend to define a Containment CoA to stop the exfiltration. This 

is directly executed without interaction with the SOC analyst. 

 

When the SOC analysts has done the hunting for additionally compromised hosts, the OIE goes to the 

Final Containment part of the workflow. In this part of the workflow, the OIE will request so called 

forward looking CoAs from the COA Generator. This COA Generator will produce several sets of De-

fences to increase the protection of the critical assets (i.e. DMS, AD, and FW). For these CoAs the RP 

is asked to provide the RORI and order the CoAs according to the best RORI.  

 

Next, the OIE will request the RP to determine Containment CoAs for the compromised hosts. In ad-

dition, the RP is asked to assess the Business Impact of these Containment CoAs. In Figure 3.27 and 

Figure 3.28 SOCCRATES Task screen for UC1.2 for Option Awareness are given. After selecting the de-

sired CoAs, the SOC analyst can instruct the SOCCRATES Platform to execute the CoAs.  
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Figure 3.26: SOCCRATES task screen for UC1.2 for providing additional IPs of compromised hosts. 

 

 
Figure 3.27: SOCCRATES task screen for UC1.2 for option awareness. 
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Figure 3.28: SOCCRATES task screen for UC1.2 for option awareness & selecting the CoAs to be executed. 

 

The Root Cause CoAs and the Next step / protect critical assets CoAs are sent as post incident im-

provements via email to e.g. the CISO. The Containment CoA is executed via the OpenC2 Cortex Re-

sponder. Figure 3.30 provides a screenshot of Cortex GUI and shows the last two Cortex Responders 

that were executed. Mailer_1_0 is for sending an email with the selected CoAs to a CISO, and 

SOCCRATES_OPENC2_AWS_1_0 is the Cortex Responder to instruct the Infrastructure Under Control 

to isolate the compromised hosts: PC2 and DMS. Figure 3.30 shows the screen of WithSecure Ele-

ments with the status that PC2 and DMS have been isolated from the network. 

 
Figure 3.29: Screenshot of Cortex with the last cortex analysers and responder executed for UC1.2. 
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Figure 3.30: Screenshot of WithSecure Elements that has isolated PC2 and DMS using the WithSecure end-
point agents on these hosts. 

 

 

3.5 Use Case 2 and 3 demo 
Use case 2 and 3 (and 4 and 5) have the same Activiti workflow, depicted in Figure 3.31. For under-

standing of the SOCCRATES demonstration, it is sufficient to only describe the walkthrough of UC2.   

 
Figure 3.31: Activiti workflow for use case 2 to 5. 

 

UC2 demonstration is started by pressing “Trigger UC2 – New Technique”-button on the control 

panel. This will create two new facts in the TIP, emulating receiving information that APT32 (Vi-

etnam-based threat group) has been attributed to an incident in which technique T1558 (Steal or 

Forge Kerberos Tickets) was used. The TIP will trigger the OIE for UC2. First, a request to the BIA is 

given to collect the most critical for the business "Handle Claim". These are DMS, AD and the Fire-

wall. Next, the OIE requests the ADG to perform an ADG analysis on these assets by APT32 with the 

new technique. The ADG Cortex Analyser will collect a list of all techniques that APT32 has been 

known to use. Using this list of APT32 capabilities the ADG will try to compromise the DMS, AD and 
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the Firewall. Next, the OIE requests a business impact assessment for the asset that can potentially 

be compromised. This is presented to the SOC analyst as situational awareness.  

 

 
Figure 3.32: Split SOCCRATES task screen for situational awareness of UC2. 

 

The SOC analyst can get a detailed report from securiCAD on the Attack Defence Graph analysis. Fig-

ure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 provides example screenshots of securiCAD. Figure 3.35 gives an example 

attack graph of how APT32 can compromise DMS with write level access.  

 

 
Figure 3.33: Screenshot from ADG analysis by securiCAD on UC2 – report overview. 
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Figure 3.34: Screenshot from ADG analysis by securiCAD on UC2 – list of ADG analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3.35: Attack (Defence) Graph for UC2 on write access on DMS (with “hidden defences” filter). The new 
attack technique T1558 is used to steal or forge Kerberos tickets from the Domain controller. 
 

The SOC analyst has to determine if the new technique associated to APT32 enables this threat actor 

to gain access to a critical asset, and thus introduces a greater risk. As depicted in Figure 3.35, the 

new technique T1558 is used in the shortest attack path. The SOC analyst can ask the SOCCRATES 

Platform to generate CoAs by pressing “Yes, Generate CoAs”-button, or stop the workflow by press-

ing “No, ignore”-button.  

 

If the SOC analyst asks the SOCCRATES Platform to generate CoAs, the OIE will ask the CoA Generator 

to generate COAs to mitigate the threat. The CoA Generator produces several sets of defences to 

protect DMS, AD and the FW. In order for the SOC Analyst to make an informed decision, the OIE will 

ask the Response Planner (RP) to determine the Return On Response Investment (RORI) for each of 

the options, and order the lists of defences according to the best RORI. The results are presented to 

the SOC analyst in a task screen for option awareness, see Figure 3.36. The SOC analyst will select the 
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CoA and press the “Execute selected CoA”-button. The SOCCRATES demonstration will include the 

selected CoA (list of defences) in an email that is sent to responsible person (e.g. CISO). 

 

 
Figure 3.36: Split SOCCRATES task screen for option awareness of UC2. 
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4 Individual component demonstrations 

4.1 Introduction 
When designing the IT infrastructure for the SOOCRATES Demonstration it became clear that adding 

a capability to emulate realistic normal traffic for demonstrating anomaly detection based attack de-

tection using the AI based Attack Detection (AAD), would be challenging and required substantial de-

velopment effort. The result would, however, not be a very convincing demonstration of the AAD’s 

capabilities, as all normal traffic would be generated for the purpose of the demonstration and in-

jected attack traffic would also predefined. For this reason, it was decided to develop a sperate indi-

vidual demonstration of the AAD. 

 

It was also challenging and a bit artificial to add use of the Shadowserver SOCCRATES API into the 

story SOCCRATES Demonstrator use cases. Since the Shadowserver API was already publicly available 

and has been integrated in the pilot setup at mnemonic, it was decided to also have an individual  

demonstration the Shadowserver API. 

 

In the next two sections these Individual component demonstrations are described. 

 

4.2 AI based Attack Detection demo 

4.2.1 Introduction 
The Advanced Anomaly Detection (AAD) system is a collection of tools that aims at inferring the cur-

rent state of an adversary’s achieved tactics or goals by processing events from different sensors (de-

tectors). Given the network and architecture of a system, the detectors are placed in strategic loca-

tions in order to listen to incoming traffic and logs. These logs are stored in an Elasticsearch database 

and queried by the sensors. Each sensor incorporates its own data querying tool and generates an 

event that contains fields related to the sensor's function. Because different sensors produce differ-

ent types of events, a Logstash instance is used to transform the events into a standard format. 

Thereafter, they are fed to REASENS to infer an adversary tactic using an Evidential Network (EN) – a 

probabilistic formalism that captures knowledge about the events that are generated by sensors (in 

our case, ADS events) and what they describe. Prior to execution, the EN is configured with infor-

mation related to the sensor type, its networks, and the sensor effectiveness. The latter is calculated 

in the form of a Positive Predictive Value (PPV) using the False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) 

values of the sensor. For further information on the PPV, see [15]. An overview of the implementa-

tion of the AAD is presented in Figure 2.1. 

4.2.2 Data Sets & Attack Scenarios 
A purpose of the AAD and REASENS in the SOCCRATES project is to support the execution of a secu-

rity playbook (CoA) that is used to respond to an adversary’s progress through a kill chain. More spe-

cifically, the AAD should affirm whether events that are generated by AI-based ADSs are describing 

one of three types of adversary tactic or goal: i) initial access; ii) lateral movement; or iii) data exfil-

tration. The intention is that the AAD will either affirm (or otherwise) inferences that are being made 

by mature SOC analysts or support a less-experienced analyst to come to a conclusion. The intention 

is also that the AAD will suitably “amplify” weak indicators from ADSs. In other words, events from 

reliable ADSs should garner more attention from analysts than those that, for example, generate 

many false positives. 
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The ADSs that have been used in the SOCCRATES project are presented in Table 4-1. A detailed de-

scription of these can be found in SOCCRATES Deliverable D4.1 [4]. In addition to the ADSs that were 

used in the project, the Infrastructure Modelling Component (IMC) was incorporated in order to infer 

the likelihood of adversarial behaviour, based on the presence of new hosts and vulnerabilities. The 

description of the systems in Table 4-1 indicates what types of adversarial behaviour can be detected 

by them. For example, the log-based detection system, called AMiner, can be used to identify anom-

alous use of the Secure Shell (SSH) daemon, potentially indicating a brute force password attack and 

Super User (SU) sessions that could indicate an attempt at privilege escalation by an attacker, as part 

of activities associated with compromising a host. Meanwhile, DNS Ninja can detect anomalous use 

of the Domain Name System (DNS) protocol, indicating the presence of malware or data exfiltra-

tion33. 

 

Table 4-1 An overview of the detector types that are considered in the AAD demo 

Name Data Source Description Partner 

ABC Tool Network flows Targeted at detecting anomalous internal commu-

nications between systems 

TNO 

L-ADS Network flows Detects abnormal communications with external 

systems, e.g. C2 communication to the Internet 

ATOS 

DNS Ninja DNS requests Detects the misuse of the DNS protocol – DGA-

generated names and anomalous request rates 

TNO 

The Middleman DNS requests DGA domains detected using the Shadowserver 

malware sandbox data, correlated with local DNS 

records 

TNO/SHS 

AMiner Log data Detects anomalous sequences in log data on 

hosts, specifically (in this case) abuse of sshd and 

su sessions 

AIT 

IMC Asset states The infrastructure modelling component provides 

information about the presence of new vulnerabil-

ities and hosts 

IMT 

 

For the purposes of demonstration, the deployment of the detectors is assumed to have the configu-

ration that is approximated in Figure 4.1. For a description of the SOCCRATES ArchiSurance IT Infra-

structure, see section 3.2.2.  This is not an accurate representation of how they would be deployed in 

practice, e.g. the detectors would use data from a centralized Elasticsearch instance and execute on 

a server in the IT management network, but is intended to show the coverage of the detectors. For 

instance, AMiner, the ABC Tool and L-ADS would be “deployed” in order to detect anomalies that 

could occur within the Office Network (Network 1) and the Datacenter (Network 2). Meanwhile, DNS 

Ninja and The Middleman would monitor all DNS traffic associated with the enterprise, along with 

the ABC Tool that can detect anomalous communications with hosts outside the organization. This 

arrangement of the detectors is important, as we will use the topological placement of the events 

that are generated by the detectors to infer whether there has been lateral movement through the 

network. 

 

 
33 MITRE ATT&CK; Exfiltration Over Alternative Protocol: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1048/  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1048/
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Figure 4.1 The layout of the various detectors considered as part of the AAD in the context of the SOCCRATES 
ArchiSurance IT infrastructure 

 

To enable the generation of inferences regarding attacker tactics (i.e. whether an attacker has 

achieved initial access or data exfiltration), an EN has been developed, which is summarized in Figure 

4.2. Leaf nodes in the EN pertain to the events that are generated by the detectors that are summa-

rized in Table 4-1. For example, for the ABC Tool, there are three different events types that are gen-

erated: i) those relating to anomalous communication between previously communicating clusters of 

hosts, e.g. an increase in traffic rates (ABC-IrregularConnection); ii) communication to a previously 

unseen host (ABC-NewIP), and iii) communication between clusters that have not previously inter-

acted (ABC-NewConnection). These event types are used to infer the presence of different types of 

adversarial behaviour – e.g. ABC-IrregularConnection can be used to infer (with some likelihood) that 

an adversary is attempting to perform discovery activities34. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 An overview of the Evidential Network that was developed for the SOCCRATES demonstration 

 

The structure of the EN and how it is used to infer the different adversary tactics (initial access, lat-

eral movement, and data exfiltration) can be summarized, as follows: The leftmost branches of the 

EN, i.e. those under the “Pre-Lateral Movement” node are used to determine whether initial access 

or lateral movement has occurred; meanwhile, the rightmost branch, i.e. the nodes under “Data Ex-

filtration” are used to determine whether an adversary has achieved this goal. For the latter, events 

that indicate the misuse of the DNS protocol from DNS Ninja and The Middleman are used to infer 

whether data has been exfiltrated using DNS. Moreover, anomalous communication with new hosts 

(ABC-NewIP) and the presence of a new host, indicated by the IMC, suggests potentially malicious 

communication. Collectively, these events and associated inferences are used to infer a likelihood 

that data has been exfiltrated. Considering the leftmost branches, there is a branch that aims to infer 

 
34 MITRE ATT&CK; Discovery: https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0007/  

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0007/
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“Lateral Movement”35 using events that are generated by the ABC Tool, which indicate an anomaly 

has occurred because clusters that have not previously communicated has started to do so. There is 

a second sub-branch that aims to determine whether a “Multi-stage Attack” has occurred (i.e. 

whether multiple hosts have been compromised), which could indicate lateral movement. Essen-

tially, this works by inferring whether a host has been compromised on one or more networks 

(“Compromise@Net1” or “Net2” in the EN). Different detectors are used to determine whether a 

host has been compromised, including AMiner, L-ADS and the ABC Tool. Additionally, the presence of 

a vulnerability associated with a host – determined by the IMC – is used to increase the likelihood 

that a host may have been compromised.  

 

Intuitively, the EN generates inferences in the following way: each time an event is generated by one 

of the detectors – the likelihoods that they describe (or otherwise) their parent node are calculated 

and propagated up the EN. The root node describes the overall belief regarding what adversary tactic 

has been observed in the network. A more formal description of how the EN functions can be found 

in the work by Friedberg et al. [15].  

As mentioned earlier, the PPV can be used to capture confidence that a detector is correctly identify-

ing an anomaly or not, related to the detector’s performance. This information is described in the EN 

configuration; the implementation of REASENS captures this information using a JSON file. A special 

node is used to capture this information, called a Sensor Mapping – this is an abstraction that allows 

us to configure the PPV before using the generated event to infer what it may be describing (e.g. the 

presence of data exfiltration activities). An example sensor and sensor mapping description is shown 

in Figure 4.3 for the DNS Ninja detector. The left side of the figure describes the detector itself, which 

has two states [0,1] that indicate whether an event has been generated (1) or not (0). Correspond-

ingly, the sensor mapping is defined on the right side of the figure with two states that have the 

same semantics. 

 

"name": "DNSNinja", 

            "states": [0,1], 

            "type": "sensor", 

            "description": "The DNS Ninja component 

from TNO detecting a new DGA DNS name."} 

"name": "DGA", 

            "states": [0,1], 

            "type": "sensormapping", 

            "description": "An event that describes 

that a DGA name has been detected by a sen-

sor."} 

Figure 4.3 The specification of the DNS Ninja detector (left) and its associated Sensor Mapping (right) in the 
JSON format that is used to configure the EN in REASENS 

 

The sensor and sensor mapping descriptions are then used to define how confident we are in the de-

tector’s performance using the configuration that is shown in Figure 4.4. The code describes that if 

DNS Ninja (the implying domain) has not detected an event (i.e., it has a value that is zero) that the 

likelihood that there is no anomaly present in the system (implied zero) is in the range 0.8 to 1. This 

value (0.8) is calculated using the false negative rates from DNS Ninja that have been determined 

previously (see SOCCRATES Deliverable D4.1 [4]). Correspondingly,  if DNS Ninja generates an event 

(1), we can be confident that it has correctly done so – and an anomaly exists – within a range of 0.95 

to 1. These values are the PPV, as discussed earlier. To summarize, we can have more confidence 

that DNS Ninja correctly detects an anomaly and generates an event (because it has a lower false 

 
35 MITRE ATT&CK; Lateral Movement: https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008/ 
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positive rate) than it is correctly does not generate an event (indicating an absence of an anomaly) 

because of a higher false negative rate. 

 

"implyingDomain": ["DNSNinja"], 

     "impliedDomain": ["DGA"], 

     "rules": [ 

           {"implying": [[0]], 

            "implied": [[0]], 

            "values": [0.8, 1]}, 

           {"implying": [[1]], 

            "implied": [[1]], 

            "values": [0.95, 1]}] 

        } 

Figure 4.4 The DNS Ninja detector's performance encoded in JSON for the EN 

 

The configuration of sensors and their mappings is carried out for each of the leaf nodes in the EN 

using the approach described. Meanwhile, the nodes that are used to infer adversarial tactics are de-

fined in similar way, as shown in Figure 4.5.  In this example, DNS Ninja (“DGA”) and The Middleman 

(“DGASHS”) are being used to infer whether data has been exfiltrated or not. For example, if neither 

detector has generated an event (i.e. their state is zero) then it is implied that “ExfiltrationAlt” is in 

the range of “possible” to 1. The descriptors, such as “probable”, “likely”, “possible”, etc., define a 

scale [0,1] that enables easier definition of the beliefs (configurations) by experts. Meanwhile, if both 

of the detectors generate an event, it is inferred that data has been exfiltrated within a range be-

tween “probable” and 1. Note that the presence of data exfiltration is not implied with 100% cer-

tainty – an anomaly that is detected by DNS Ninja and/or The Middleman could indicate other forms 

of adversarial behaviour, e.g. C2 communication or some other benign behaviour, e.g. the installa-

tion of a new system. But, based on an understanding of current adversary practices, it is reasonable 

to infer with some confidence (“probable”) that data has been exfiltrated. 

 

"implyingDomain": ["DGASHS", "DGA"], 

            "impliedDomain": ["ExfiltrationAlt"], 

            "rules": [ 

               {"implying": [[0], [0]], 

                "implied": [[0]], 

                "values": ["possible", 1]}, 

               {"implying": [[0], [1]], 

                "implied": [[1]], 

                "values": ["likely", 1]}, 

               {"implying": [[1], [0]], 

                "implied": [[1]], 

                "values": ["likely", 1]},              

                {"implying": [[1], [1]], 

                "implied": [[1]], 

                "values": ["probable", 1]} 

 

Figure 4.5 A snippet of the SOCCRATES EN configuration that is used to infer whether an adversary has exfil-
trated data over DNS 
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The complete EN that was used for demonstration can be downloaded via the SOCCRATES Platform 

page on the project’s website. 

 

4.2.3 Demonstration walkthrough 
To demonstrate REASENS, live sensors – listening on logs and shipping events to Logstash and REA-

SENS – are replaced with sensors that are trigged manually. Additionally, scenarios are incorporated 

in order to evaluate the presence of different adversary tactics. A scenario is comprised of binary de-

tector states, in which 1 indicates that a detector is activated, i.e. has detected an anomaly, and 0 

means the sensor is not active. The scenarios are provided in a comma separate value (CSV) file. Con-

sidering the above, the demonstration environment consists of sensors, REASENS, and a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) that enables the control of the sensors and shows the beliefs that are generated 

by REASENS regarding the adversary tactic that has been observed. Additionally, a tree-like graph dis-

plays the internals of the EN, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 A screenshot of the REASENS Graphical User Interface for the SOCCRATES demo 

 

The scenarios that have been produced for the demonstration aim to capture configurations in which 

different SOCCRATES detectors (see Table 4-1) provide evidence regarding observed adversarial tac-

tics – initial access, lateral movement, and data exfiltration. For each scenario, different configura-

tions of detectors generate events that should describe an adversarial tactic with different levels of 

evidence (i.e. number of detectors generating events) and, therefore, confidence in an inference. 

Specifically, for each adversarial tactic there is a scenario in which there is “light” evidence (e.g. one 

or two detectors generate events) and “stronger” evidence (several detectors generate events). 

These scenarios are summarized in Table 4-2, along with a rationale that indicates what is expected 

to be inferred by the EN, given the detected events. 

 
Table 4-2 An overview of the scenarios that have been produced to demonstration REASENS; see 

Scenario Evidence (Events) Rationale 

Data Exfiltration  

Light MiddlemanDGA@N1; DNSNin-

jaDGA@N1 

Unusual DNS behaviour could indicate an 

adversary is attempting to exfiltrate data. 
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Scenario Evidence (Events) Rationale 

Strong Light; ABCNewIP@N1; 

IMCNewAsset@N1; AMinerSUS-

ession@N1; AMinerSSHD@N1; 

IMCNewVulnerability@N1; ABCIrreg-

ularConnection@N1; LADSAnom-

aly@N1; ABCNewConnection@N1 

In addition to unusual DNS behaviour, 

other anomalies provide supporting evi-

dence regarding the presence of an adver-

sary. 

Strongest Light; ABCNewIP@N1; 

IMCNewAsset@N1 

Both unusual communication to an exter-

nal host, indicated by the ABC Tool and the 

IMC providing evidence of a new host (as-

set), and unusual DNS behaviour provide 

the strongest evidence of potential data 

exfiltration. 

Initial Access  

Light IMCNewVulnerability@N2; AMinerS-

SHD@N2; AMinerSUSession@N2 

Evidence of unusual behaviour that could 

indicate an attempt to compromise a host 

is found on one network – in this case Net-

work Two. Additionally, a known vulnera-

bility could provide supporting evidence of 

compromise. and vice versa. 

Strong Light; LADSAnomaly@N2; ABCIrregu-

larConnection@N2 

In addition to evidence of a host being 

compromised (see Initial Access – Light), 

evidence of discovery activities is present, 

which collectively increases confidence 

that a host has been compromised. 

Lateral Movement  

Lightest ABCNewConnection@N1 An anomaly is detected that could indicate 

the presence of communication between 

hosts that has not previously interacted; 

this could be an indicator of an attempt at 

lateral movement. 

Light LADSAnomaly@N1; ABCIrregular-

Connection@N1; LADSAnom-

aly@N2; ABCIrregularConnec-

tion@N2; IMCNewVulnerabil-

ity@N2; AMinerSSHD@N2; 

AMinerSUSession@N2 

Strong indications that a host has been 

compromised on one network – in this 

case N2 – and indicators of an adversary 

conducting discovery activities on a second 

network (N1); however, there is no evi-

dence of a second host being compro-

mised. 

Strong Light; IMCNewVulnerability@N1; 

AMinerSSHD@N1; AMinerSUS-

ession@N1  

The same evidence for Lateral Movement -

Light but additional evidence that indicates 

that a host in a second network (N1) has 

been compromised, as evidenced by 

anomalies being generated by AMiner and 

the IMC indicating the presence of a vul-

nerability. 
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Scenario Evidence (Events) Rationale 

Strongest Strong; ABCNewConnection@N1 The same evidence as for Lateral Move-

ment – Strong but additional indication 

from the ABC Tool providing evidence of 

communication between two hosts that 

normally do not communicate. 

Exceptions  

Normal No detectors generating events No events have been generated, indicating 

that no adversarial behaviour is present. 

All Detectors All detectors generating events All the detectors are generating events, in-

dicating anomalies. It is assumed the ad-

versary has achieved the most advanced 

tactic, i.e. they have managed to perform 

initial access, lateral movement, leading to 

the exfiltration of data. 

 

Table 4-3 provides a summary of the inferences that are generated by the EN (and, therefore, REA-

SENS and the AAD) for the different scenarios. As a reminder, the EN is intended to provide an infer-

ence, along with a belief score, regarding which adversarial tactic is being described by the events 

that are generated – or otherwise – by the SOCCRATES anomaly detectors. The sum of the belief 

scores is one.  

 

It can be seen that the EN provides inferences that are aligned with the expected outcomes. For ex-

ample, for the data exfiltration scenarios, the EN correctly infers this adversary tactic is being de-

scribed by the detectors. Moreover, as more evidence is provided to the EN, its confidence increases 

(e.g. for the “light” scenario the belief score is 0.5949; whereas for the “strongest” scenario, the 

score is 0.8556). This pattern recurs for the initial access and lateral movement scenarios, with the 

exception of the “lightest” scenario for lateral movement. For this scenario, the EN infers the detec-

tor – and, importantly, an absence of events from other detectors – is describing initial access. Closer 

inspection of the EN configuration can help to explain this.  

 

The implication rules that support reasoning about the “Pre-Lateral” node in the EN (the left branch 

that is shown in Figure 4.2) take evidence from two sub-trees – namely, the “Lateral” and “Multi-

stage” nodes. (The “Pre-Lateral” node is intended to support reasoning regarding whether lateral 

movement has been observed, or otherwise.) In the “Lateral Movement – Lightest” scenario (see Ta-

ble 4-2), an “ABCNewConnection” event from the ABC Tool (and the sensor mapping “NC”) is being 

used to infer whether lateral movement is taking place in the network. This detector generates an 

anomaly when a host makes a previously-unseen connection to a host in another cluster. This is the 

evidence, along with the lack of other events, the EN is using to infer whether lateral movement is 

taking place. The EN configuration for the branch of the tree associated with the “Pre-Lateral” node 

suggests that if the “Lateral” node is triggered (i.e. an “ABCNewConnection” event has occurred), the 

likelihood that this event describes lateral movement is in the range between “feasible” and “possi-

ble” – in other words, we do not have a lot of confidence that – in isolation – evidence of a host con-

necting to another existing host for the first time indicates lateral movement.  As we provide more 

evidence from detectors, as it is the case in the other lateral movement scenarios, the EN correctly 

infers the presence of lateral movement. To confirm this, if we adapt the configuration of the EN 

such that an event from the ABC Tool, which describes a new connection between two existing hosts, 
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is indicative of lateral movement, the EN will provide this inference. For example, if we change the 

belief to the range [probable, 1], then the EN indicates that lateral movement has taken place with a 

belief score of 0.3305; this is still not a strong belief – as is to be expected – but could be sufficient 

for an analyst to investigate the event further. This ability to scrutinize the rationale for the infer-

ences of the EN is perhaps one of its benefits, as opposed to models that use deep learning tech-

niques, which are not easily scrutable in the same way. 

 

Table 4-3 An overview of the inferences of observed adversary tactic for the scenarios that are defined in Ta-
ble 4-2. The probabilities that are shown in green indicate the correct inference with the highest likelihood 
for a scenario; red cells indicate the EN inferred the wrong scenario. 

Scenario Initial Access Lateral Movement Data Exfiltration Normal 

Data Exfiltration 

Light 0.1463 0.1159 0.5949 0.1429 

Strong 0.1024 0.1134 0.7596 0.0246 

Strongest 0.0518 0.0472 0.8556 0.0454 

Initial Access 

Light 0.4032 0.264 0.1914 0.1413 

Strong 0.4654 0.2881 0.163 0.0835 

Lateral Movement 

Lightest 0.3657 0.2881 0.1992 0.147 

Light 0.2743 0.4833 0.1818 0.0606 

Strong 0.223 0.5371 0.1864 0.0535 

Strongest 0.1798 0.5873 0.1895 0.0434 

Exceptions  

Normal 0.2695 0.205 0.2555 0.2699 

All Detectors 0.0537 0.1601 0.7656 0.0206 

 

To improve confidence in the inferences that are generated by the EN, additional contextual infor-

mation could be used. For example, it could be possible to user topology information about the tar-

get environment (e.g. an anomaly is detected in the DMZ rather than the datacenter network to infer 

data exfiltration) or running services on hosts (e.g. the presence of file sharing services) to support 

inferences. However, because of the sensitive nature of this information, we were not able to use it 

for the SOCCRATES pilot sites, resulting in the EN that was developed for this demonstrator. 

 

To conclude, the demonstration of the AAD and REASENS shows the value that such a tool could 

have for both experienced and inexperienced SOC analysts. For the former, the AAD can be used to 

confirm conclusions that have been drawn by other tools and evidence or, conversely, provide in-

sights that invite them to investigate the cause of events more closely. Meanwhile, for the latter, in-

experienced analysts could use the AAD as a starting point to perform investigations in order to build 

a body of evidence that support the execution of suitable playbooks, which have the potential to re-

sult in business impacts. 
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4.3 Shadowserver API demo 

4.3.1 Introduction 
The Shadowserver SOCCRATES API  includes methods developed (or expanded) to present results ob-

tained through in the SOCCRATES project. These results include new, potentially malicious DGA do-

mains observed in the Shadowserver sandbox (as a result of DGA Detective classification), including 

further information on malware initiating queries for these malicious domains. The API can thus be 

used to track potentially malicious domains and new emerging threats or for domain reputation. It 

can also be used for malware or domain lookups, as well as anomaly detection/trends in domains.  

 

4.3.2 Queries and Data sets 
The Shadowserver API is described in detail in D2.3 [1]. It enables the functionality listed below: 

 

• Query for a domain name and provide a classification of whether or not the domain is likely 

to be used in a DGA, and optionally the likely associated malware family. 

• Query for a malware hash and provide any associated DGA domains discovered through the 

AI based methods developed. 

• Query for the latest DGA domains tagged by AI based methods developed (DGA Detective). 

• Query for the latest DGA training set data for any anomaly detection tools developed. 

• Query for the latest TOP domain lists, which can also be used as a training set with (poten-

tially) benign data for any anomaly detection. 

• Query for latest trends seen in DNS traffic, for example, by TLD, crypto domains or registrar. 

 

For detailed specification of the available methods, please read D2.3 [1]. 

 

In order to have access to the SOCCRATES API, you must first obtain an API key and secret from 

Shadowserver and request access to the SOCCRATES methods. This can be done by contacting 

Shadowserver via https://www.shadowserver.org/contact/. 

 

Note that general API documentation and tools are available at https://www.shadows-

erver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/ or at https://github.com/The-

Shadowserver-Foundation/api_utils   

 

4.3.3 Demonstration walkthrough 
Once access is obtained, a good start is taking a look at new DGA Detective result classifications from 

the last day. This can  be done by invoking: 

 

./call-api.py research/tno-export '{"skip":["rpz-dga","noise","family"]} 

 

Example of response: 

{"tld":"cn","domain":"bofangqi.6gg.cn"} 

{"domain":"www.xaxzyyj.com","tld":"com"} 

{"domain":"static.hwqsm.com","tld":"com"} 

{"tld":"net","domain":"as286349705.gicp.net"} 

{"tld":"fr","domain":"hfsql.sireine.fr"} 

https://www.shadowserver.org/contact/
https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/
https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/
https://github.com/The-Shadowserver-Foundation/api_utils
https://github.com/The-Shadowserver-Foundation/api_utils
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{"domain":"y11936blx2uakek.ojron.ru","tld":"ru"} 

{"domain":"kjwre77638dfqwieuoi.info","tld":"info"} 

{"domain":"cmdcmdcmd.php0h.com","tld":"com"} 

{"tld":"cn","domain":"niflheimr.cn"} 

{"domain":"e428b87fea828a0a.huaweisafedns.cn","tld":"cn"} 

{"tld":"org","domain":"xtcaupyocw.nnnn.eu.org"} 

{"domain":"fdns6mar09.info","tld":"info"} 

{"tld":"com","domain":"supnewdmn.com"} 

{"domain":"jqonchjoym.nnnn.eu.org","tld":"org"} 

{"domain":"neexulro.net","tld":"net"} 

{"domain":"azads.yxdown.cn","tld":"cn"} 

{"tld":"net","domain":"4d79f902.yourfreehosting.net"} 

{"tld":"ru","domain":"6f21d1f8.org.ru"} 

{"tld":"org","domain":"d2c9908b.org"} 

{"tld":"org","domain":"0fygz6xf.nnnn.eu.org"} 

{"domain":"u6bjznvl3.nnnn.eu.org","tld":"org"} 

{"tld":"cn","domain":"0202z.fgdfgfd.com.cn"} 

 

You can choose a domain to investigate further, by querying for an example domain from the above 

list: 

./call-api.py research/malware-domain '{ "domain": "niflheimr.cn","limit":"1" }' pretty 

{ 

    "niflheimr.cn": { 

        "samples": [ 

            { 

                "anti_virus": [ 

                    { 

                        "signature": "Trojan.TR/AD.Tofsee.uazhn", 

                        "vendor": "FSecure" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "signature": "Trojan.Win32.SmokeLoader", 

                        "vendor": "Ikarus" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "vendor": "Clam", 

                        "signature": "Win.Ransomware.Stopcrypt-9950877-0" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "vendor": "Authentium", 

                        "signature": "Kryptik.GQU.gen!Eldorado" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "vendor": "Avira", 

                        "signature": "TR/AD.Tofsee.uazhn" 

                    } 

                ], 
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                "md5": "824d221b103ea15587a3a72a20b4710b", 

                "sha1": "98c75e55c6f8e6cc8e366d4c7595531f993860ba", 

                "sha256": "d20a0c743bd6b78cb3af9bf5f352640e4e5b07beaef009692dbffb20944996c0", 

                "sha512": 

"644103ec61ab73d6db0bd75b4cb30134851d3c5c36eb48b8a28bc25d484a2b976ccc5810491412a

0ca7386891a51b06e70446c6c600b47bbbdde79b935351ed6" 

            } 

        ], 

        "tag": [ 

            "tno-dga-tagged" 

        ] 

    } 

} 

 

As we can see, this domain was seen associated with this sample - likely Tofsee, a modular spambot. 

We can fetch more information on this malware sample executing: 

 

./call-api.py research/malware-info '{ "sample": "d20a0c743bd6b78cb3af9bf5f352640e4e5b07be-

aef009692dbffb20944996c0" }' pretty | more 

 

 

Which provides the following response: 

[ 

    { 

        "sha512": 

"644103ec61ab73d6db0bd75b4cb30134851d3c5c36eb48b8a28bc25d484a2b976ccc5810491412a

0ca7386891a51b06e70446c6c600b47bbbdde79b935351ed6", 

        "timestamp": "2022-07-02 08:25:55", 

        "magic": "PE32 executable (GUI) Intel 80386, for MS Windows", 

        "first_seen": "2022-07-02 08:25:55", 

        "anti_virus": [ 

            { 

                "signature": "Trojan.TR/AD.Tofsee.uazhn", 

                "vendor": "FSecure" 

            }, 

            { 

                "vendor": "Ikarus", 

                "signature": "Trojan.Win32.SmokeLoader" 

            }, 

            { 

                "vendor": "Clam", 

                "signature": "Win.Ransomware.Stopcrypt-9950877-0" 

            }, 

            { 

                "vendor": "Authentium", 

                "signature": "Kryptik.GQU.gen!Eldorado" 

            }, 
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            { 

                "signature": "TR/AD.Tofsee.uazhn", 

                "vendor": "Avira" 

            } 

        ], 

        "sha256": "d20a0c743bd6b78cb3af9bf5f352640e4e5b07beaef009692dbffb20944996c0", 

        "md5": "824d221b103ea15587a3a72a20b4710b", 

        "sha1": "98c75e55c6f8e6cc8e366d4c7595531f993860ba", 

        "filesize": "10498048", 

        "domain_name": [ 

            { 

                "domain": "cacerts.digicert.com" 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "niflheimr.cn", 

                "tag": [ 

                    "tno-dga-tagged" 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "officecdn.microsoft.com" 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "www.microsoft.com" 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "a-0020.a-msedge.net" 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "client-office365-tas.msedge.net" 

            }, 

            { 

                "domain": "ocos-office365-s2s.msedge.net" 

            } 

        ], 

        "type": "exe", 

        "adobe_malware_classifier": "unknown", 

        "last_seen": "2022-07-02 08:25:55" 

    } 

] 

 

 

Other queries for domains or malware can then be used to investigate further. This information can 

be scripted automatically and used by a threat intelligence platform for enrichment, such as the TIP 

used in SOCCRATES. 
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Another use case involves using the domains returned in the tno-export method for detection 

by an IDS/IPS system or for blocking these domains at the DNS or network access level. 

 

You can also use the API to track changes in the abuse of certain TLDs, crypto domains or Registrars. 

This information may also be used to aid domain reputation or possible investigations. 

 

For example the query: 

 

./call-api.py research/sandbox-dns-anomaly '{ "type": ["tld"] }' pretty  

 

 

May generate a response like: 

{ 

    "tld": [ 

               { 

            "tld": "pt", 

            "queries": 6, 

            "avg30": 2, 

            "avg90": 3, 

            "avg14": 2, 

            "avg180": 2, 

            "type": "ccTLD", 

            "avg7": 2, 

            "resolv": "no", 

            "percent": 300, 

            "timestamp": "2022-09-27 00:00:00", 

            "avg365": 2, 

            "avg120": 3 

        }, 

        { 

            "percent": 200, 

            "avg120": 2, 

            "avg365": 2, 

            "timestamp": "2022-09-27 00:00:00", 

            "resolv": "yes", 

            "avg180": 2, 

            "avg14": 1, 

            "type": "ccTLD", 

            "avg7": 1, 

            "tld": "si", 

            "queries": 2, 

            "avg30": 1, 

            "avg90": 2 

        }, 

        { 

            "avg180": 12, 

            "avg14": 1, 
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            "type": "nTLD", 

            "avg7": 1, 

            "queries": 8, 

            "avg30": 1, 

            "tld": "technology", 

            "avg90": 12, 

            "percent": 800, 

            "avg365": 11, 

            "timestamp": "2022-09-27 00:00:00", 

            "avg120": 13, 

            "resolv": "yes" 

        } 

    ] 

} 

 

You can find other available API methods described in D2.3 [1]. 
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6 Abbreviations 
This glossary serves as inventory of abbreviations used in the document.  

 

Acronym Description 
ACT semi-Automated Cyber Threat intelligence 

ADG Attack Defence Graph 

AD Active Directory 

ADS Anomaly Detection System 

AEF Argus Event Format 

AEP Adversary Emulation Planner 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

AIT AIT Austrian Institute of technology 

API Application Programming Interface 

APT Advance Persistent Threat 

AR Automated Reconfiguration 

ATOS ATOS Spain 

AV AntiVirus 

AWS Amazon Web Services 

BPMN Business Process Model and Notation 

CACAO Collaborative Automated Course of Action Operations 

CC Command and Control 

CI/CD Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment36 

CERT Computer Emergency Response Team  

CISO Chief Information Security Officer 

CLI Command Line Interface 

CMDB Configuration Management Database 

CSIRT Computer Security Incident Response Team 

CoA Course of Action 

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

CSV Comma-Separated Values 

CTI Cyber Threat Intelligence 

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

DC DataCentre 

DGA Domain Generated Algorithm 

DMS Document Management System 

DNS Domain Name System 

DoH DNS over HTTPS 

DoT DNS over TLS 

EDR Endpoint Detection and Response 

ELK Elasticsearch/Logstash/Kibana 

EN Evidential Network 

FN False Negative 

FP False Positive 

FRS Foreseeti 

 
36 It is common that the CD refers to Continuous Delivery. In this report, we prefer Continuous Deployment. 
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FSC F-secure 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

IDS Intrusion Detection System 

IMC Infrastructure Modelling Component 

IMT Institut Mines Télécom – Télécom SudParis 

INTF Interface 

IoC Indicators of Compromise 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPS Intrusion Prevention System 

IRM Incident Response and Management 

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library 

KTH Kungliga Tekniska högskolan - Royal Institute of Technology 

LAN Local Area Network 

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

Mn Infrastructure Model (at time n) 

MNM mnemonic 

MSSP Managed Security Service Provider 

MTTD Mean Time To Detection 

NOC Network Operations Centre 

OpenC2 Open Command and Control 

OT Operational Technology 

OS Operating System 

PPV Positive Predictive Value 

RORI Return on Response Investment  

SDN Software Defined Network 

SHS Shadowserver 

SIEM Security information and event management 

SOAR Security Orchestration, Automation and Response 

SOC Security Operation Centre 

SOCCRATES SOC & CSIRT Response to Attacks & Threats based on attack defence graph Eval-

uation Systems 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer 

TAP Test Access Point  

TIP Threat Intelligence platform 

TLD Top-Level Domain 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

TNO Nederlandse Organisatie voor toegepast natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek 

TTC Time To Compromise 

UC Use Case 

VLAN Virtual LAN 

VM Virtual Machine 

VTF Vattenfall 

 


